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I. Introduction

This report is written in support of a petition by

the Natural Resources Defense Council to the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) andthe Atomic Energy Commission

(AEC) requesting (1) a reduction of the existing radiation

protection standards applicable to the internal exposure of

man to insoluble alcha-emitting hot particles and (2) the

establishment, with respect to such materials, of standards

governing the maxinum permissible concentrations in air and

maximum permissible surface contamination levels in un-

restricted areas.

Before proposing modifications to existing radiation

protection standards related to plutonium exposure! , we

review in the following section the gravity of the public

health concern as slutonium becomes a princival article of

commerce in the nuclear power industry.

 

cn of this report focuses narrowly on plutoniun-239,

the discussion is, nevertheless, germaine to all radionuclides

in insoluble particles with a hign specific activity. (The

definition of ssecific activity and other technical tarms

in this resort are given in the Glossary). The justification

for focusing on plutonium has been aptly stated by the Inter-

national Corzrmission on Radiological Protection (ICRP):

"“en2 amphasis on plutonium is clearly a reflection of the gener~

al consensus that, in terms of amount available, projected

12, extant of anticipated accidental human exposure, and

l/ "while mu

Usa,
railsroxicizy, olutonium is the most formidable radionuclide

in the pericdic table." [ICRP Publication 19, "The Metabolism
Qf Compounds of Plutonium and Other Actnides," Pergamon Press,

1372, p.1.]
\
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This is followed in Section III by a review of the

specific radiation protection regulations that are in force

in the United States today and which are at issue. This

section focuses on the existing guidelines for Pu-239, but it

is to be understood that, in this and subsequent sections,

it should be applied to all alpha-emitting radionuclides that

meet the hot particle criteria developed in this report.

Before readins Section III, those unfamiliar with the

national ana international organizations which have primary

responsibility Zor recommending or establishing radiation

protection standards, may find it useful to read Appendix

&, where these organizations and their authority are reviewed.

:
Section IV presents assumptions inherent in the existing

radiation protection standards and identifies those assump-

cr i
m ° 3 ul f5 fe cr we " o Prinappropriate when applied to insoluble
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- rs a 'Sarticulates. The biological data which

demonstrate that these assumptions are inaporopriate when apvoglied

to hot carticles are discussed in Section Vv.

Uvilizing the data presented in Section V, the

criteria that define a hot particle are developed in Section

YI. Recommendations for exposure standards for hot particles

are then develoced in Section VII and summarized in

Saction VIII.
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II, Plutonium Use and Public Health :
 

Plutonium occurs in nature, although in such small

amounts that it does not constitute a practical source of the

2 . . ‘
element . Plutonium is bred in nuclear reactors by the

capture of neutrons in uranium-238. To date, the nuclear

Weapons program has been the principal source of plutonium.

However, it is anticipated that the commercial nuclear power

inéustry will become the principal source of this material

within the next two decades. In today's commercial reactors

plutonium is sroduced as a by-product in the production of

elez<ricity.

As @ result of the growth of the nuclear power industry,

the AEC estimates that the totai cumulative production of

plutonium in the commercial sector of the United States will

‘be some 4.5 million kilograms by the year 20007. Since

plntonium, lixe uranium, can serve as a reactor fuel, both

are recovered From ssent reactor fuel in anticipation that

they will be recvcled. The reactor together witn the variety

 

ratio of the concentrations of plutonium-239 to

 

 

2/ Tne
“ranium in cres varies from 4xl0713 to 1.5x10711. Katz, J.J.,

Cnasies Vi, The Chemistry of Actinide Elements, Methuen and

Co., Leé., Loncon, 1957, pp. 239-330.

2/ Environmental Statement, Liauid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor

Terenscracion Plant, USAEC, WASH-1509, April 1972, p. 149.
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of support activities required both to provide raw fuel and

to recover and recycle the uranium and plutonium make up

wnat is known as the nuclear fuel cycle. The AEC has

projected that over 4 million megawatts of nuclear capacity

will be installed between 1970 and 2020. Over the lifetimes

of these plants this installed capacity could result ina

cumulative flow of approximately 200 million kilograms of

plutonium throush the nuclear fuel cycle.

In today's commercial reactors the plutonium is in

oxide forn, Pud,”. At various facilities in the nuclear fuel

evele, aerosols oF Put. are released to the environment on
- 2

fu rh oO Ie ct h
e
.

* iw 6basis. In addition, there are numerous doints in

tne fuel cycle where accidents, particularly those associated

with fire or explosions, can release significant amounts of

Pu0>s as aerosols that can be inhaled by man.

0These smaii aerosol particles of PuQ9 are highly radcio-

active. An appreciable fraction of the inhaled Puds

particles are trazned in the deep respiratory tissue of the

lung, ,.wnere, because they are insoluble in human tissue,

 

 

af Usdates (1373) Cost-Benefit Analysis of the U. S. Breeder

Peactor Proaran, VSAiC, WASH-1184, January 1372, p. 34. Four

million mecavatts (Mw) corresponds to 1000 noninal-size

nuclear reactors -- 1000 Mw each.

eactors of the future may use fuel in

, rather than oxide, form.

\
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they can remain for long periods of time and deliver a very

"intense radiation dose to the surrounding lung tissue.

Plutonium is one of the most potent cancer producing

ascents known to man. A machinist of plutonium metal carried

0.08 micrograms of plutonium-239 imbedded at the site of

she puncture woune in the palm of his hand. Within the four

wear period before it was excized, it produced a nodule which

Gisslaved srecancerous changes®. There is little doubt from

eriment2l animal studies that inhaled plutonium is one of

tne mest pctent rasviratory carcinogens known. There is
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Observed evidence that plutonium concentra-

sions in the lunss of dogs as low as 0.2 microcuries (3 micro-

. 7
utonium-239) produce cancer . Hence, the flow of

W
y M4 Ww t wa oO t ‘J i
-

229 million xilosrams of plutonium represents a flow of over

“15 cancer ¢eses, a staggering number which, as will be

G€emonstrated subsesuently, may be an underestimate of the

cancer Gcses by saveral orders of magnitude.

The varsistance of this toxic material, once lost to

cma environment, is measured in terms of thousands of years.

nly mive-thirds of the plutonium flowing in the nuclear

 

Leishewita, ©.c. and J. Langham, "A Dermal Lesion fron

"Archives of Dermatoloay, 86, October
 

0.C41.curies per gram of plutonium-239.

2 microcurie of plutonium-238 would have a

235 22 2niv f.21 microcrams’since olutoniun-239 nas a

mucn niscnar stectiic activity, 17.47 curie¢es per gram.



fuel cycle will be plutonium-239 which has a 24,400 year half-

life. In other words, in 240,000 years the inventory of this

hazardous material would be reduced by only a factor of 1000

due to natural radioactive decay. This material must be

isolated from the environment in perpetuity.

Ili. Existine Standards for Plutonium Exsosure
 

Radiation exposure standards have been established

because radiation is known to produce cencer and genetic

mutations in individuals irradiated. The mutations can

in turn cause genetic defects in subsequent generations.

Tae intenc of the exposure standards is to limit this biological

danace. The macnituce of the biological effect has been

shown to be related to the radiation dose. The higher the

dose the greater the effect. Therefore, the primary radia-

tion exposure standard is one that limits the radiation

ou ose. This orimary standard is generally referred to as the
 

maximum permissible dose and is given in units of ren/yr.

wa snall discuss the nature of this unit subsequently.

An individual can be exposed to radiation from sources

that are external to his body as, for example, an X-ray

machine or irom radionuclides which emit X-ray like radiation

deoosited on tne ground (this occurred with fallout from

natlear weapon tests). Alternacely, an individual can be



irradiated by internal sources; that is, by radionuclides

incorporated in body tissues. These radionuclides gain

entrance into the body through innalation or through con-

taminated food or water. Once inside they behave like their

non-radioactive counterparts. Radioactive iodine, for example,

accumulates in the thyroid gland in the same fashion as

stable iodine, and radioactive strontium or calcium accumulate

in the bone similar to their naturally occurring non-radio-

etive counterparts. The radioactive iodine will thus deliver

a dosage to the thyroid gland that is many times larger than

hat to the other organs or to the whole body, andthe

ragioactive strontium and calcium will mainly irradiate the

bone.

Because of the uneven distribution of radionuclides

in the body organs, radiation exposure standards have been

develosed not just for the whole body, but also for individual

orczans. In this report we will be referring to the maximum

ermissible whole body and lung doses.'

Largely as a matter of convenience, secondary or derived

raaiaztion standards have been developed. These secondary

standards, wnich limit radionuclide concentrations or organ

urdens, are often more easily employed than the primary doseoO

tandards. We shall examine two secondary standards in thiswv

tas : . . = tae



report; the maximum permissible lung burden (MPLB) and the

maximum permissible concentration in air (MPC,). The MPLB

is the total amount of a given radionuclide in the lung of

an average size man that will result in the lung being

irradiated at the maximum permissible lung dose (MPLD).

Tne MPC, is the concentration in air that will result in

an averace adult male obtaining a MPLB and hence a MPLD by

breathing the air.

It is important to recognize that the MPLD is the

orimary Standard; it applies to all radionuclides and

radiation sources. The MPLB and the MPCa are Gerived standards
 

anc are svecitic for a radionuclide. These derived standards
 

are relatsc to the biological properties of a radionuclide

ang to the icrm of radiation it emits.

Tabie I lists the existing exposure standards for en-

plovees of the nuclear industry that apply to Pu-239 in insoiudle

form. Tas MPLD of 15 ren/vr is included in the recommendations

of the International Commission on Radiological Protection

8
(ICRP), the Nacional Council on Radiation Protection and

Me2surements (ucap)?, and the Federal Radiation Council

 

 

ion 9, Retommendations of the Intern2tiona

tological Protection (Adosted Sentenbear 17, 1965),

S$, new fOrk, 1966, p. 14.

9’ NCRP Pavart No. 39, Basic Padiation Protection Criteria,

NIPP Publications, Washington, 0. C., Jan. 15, 1971, vo. 196.



terc) l®, The MPC, is included in the ICRP recommendations

12

ll

and is also an AEC radiation standard”*. O£ the standards

in Table I only the MPCg is desiqnated in the AEC regulations.

However, this MPC, corresponds to that tabulated in ICRP

Publication 213 which is derived on the basis of the MPLD

listed in Table I. The MPLB is also derived on the basis of

14
the MPLD” . The MPLB is not included in either the recommenda-

tions of ICRP, NCRP, the guidelines of FRC, or the AEC

resulations. in summary, in TabDle I the MPCa (designated

in AEC reculiations) is consistant with the MPLD and MPLS.

~-

In

Tadle i the MPLD applies to all forms of ionizing radiation.

Tr2 MPLS anc MPC, avoly soeciftically to Pu-239 in insoludle
a
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form”.

1O/ FRO Report No. 1, Ov. cit., p. 38. The

solished and its duties transferred to EPA.

 

 

 

12’ 19 CFR 29, Appendix 8B.

t
T13/ ICRP Publication 2, Op. citf
} |
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New York,

l3/ Mann, J.B. and A.R. Kirchner, “Evaluation of Lung 3

gS Acute Inhalation of Highly Insolubie Pu02,"
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TABLE I

Existing Occupational Exposure Guidelines

that Apply to Pu-239 in Insoluble Form*

MPLD (ICRP, NCRP, FRC) 15 rem/yr

MPLB 0.016 uCi

MPCa (ICRP, AEC) 4x10741 uci/ml

*Note: See Glossary for definitions of symbols.

 

The exsosure guidelines for Pu-239 that apply to non-

occupatic-al excosure of the general public are tabulated in

Table II. Two guidelines are applied here. One is for the

limitinc expesure to an individual and tre other is for the

average 2“po0sure of a population sample. These two guidelines

differ by a factor of 3. The ICRP recommendations include only

the auigelines for individuals. The MPLD values within the

parentheses in Tadle II correspond to the latest recommendation

16
of the NCRP . These latest recommendations of the NCRP

nave not, at this time, been incorporated into either the

AEC or EPA reculations.

 

165/ WNCRP Resort No. 39, On. cit., p. 95.



 

TABLE II

Existing Exvosure Guidelines for Non-Occupational Exposure

that Apsly to Pu-239 in Insoluble Form*

 

Individual Population Averace

MPLD 1.5 (0.5) rem/yr 0.5 (0.17) ren/yr

(ICRP, NCRP, FRC) :

MPL3B 0.0016 (0.0005) uCi 0.0005 (0.90017) uCi

SPC 10722 (3x10-13) uci/mt 310723 (10713) uci/ml=

(ICRP, AEC)

* r} a 0 MPLD values in parentheses refer to the latest

reconmendations cZ the NCRP,. The MPLB and MPCa values in

parentheses corresoond to the new NCRP dose recommendations.

 

tv, Caloulatins tne Dose Due to Insoluble Aloha-finmitters
 

Tne ourpose of this section is to examine the assumotions

in the radiation standards above that are inappropriate when

apclied to insoluble alpha-emitting particulates such as

aerosols of puG3. The assumptions are introduced through a

tiew of basic definitions of radiation dose and the factors

gas to calculate the dose.

The Dose Equivalent
 

when an X-ray or the radiation emitted by a radionuclide

3248 through tissue it transfers anergy to the cells in

q

*
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these tissues. This energy produces chemical changes in

the molecul2 of the cells; for example, such a chemical

chance coulc be a mutation in a gene. The radiation dose

is actually a measure of the energy transferred to or

adsorbed by the tissue. The basic unit of dose is the

rad (one rac represents the absorption of 100 ergs of

energy per cran of material). .

In acSition to X-rays, radionuclides emit gamma rays

. X-ravs), beta particles (electrons), and elpha

particles (helium nuclei). In radiobiological experiments,

iti was determined that, while these various types of radiation

produced <=ne same biological effects, such as cancer, the

masnituce cf the effect was not the same per rad.. For

example, it was found that 100 rad of alpha radiation vould

prosuce rourtnly 10 times as many cancers as 100 rad of

Moreover, it was found that because of the srecial

ich Pu-239 deposits in the bone, its alpha varticles

were 3 tines more effective in producing bone cancer tran the

. oe - . 7 .
alona particles iron radium . To account for these differences

Tha “MELD is civen in rem in Tables I and II. Tha

 

ation ll, "A Peview af the Radiasansitivi

tne," Perqamon Press, Mev York, N. Y. 19-

rr : saree ip me
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rem is the unit of Dose Equivalent (pe), The DE is obtained

ey multiplying the absorbed dose in rad by modifying factors

to correct for these observed differences in the magnitude

‘of the effect. As a consequence, the magnitude of the

eltect will be the same for a given DE regardless of the

the radiation or the manner of radiation.r
yTure oO

B. Mocdiivine factors .
 

At the oresent time, two modifying factors are emoloyed.

ctor (QF) which accounts for differencesyu

» i 18; ¢ Q t
u

GS qi - i it
] a l
e 0 r
e ocical effects among various forms of

yatiation. The other is the Distribution Factor (DF)

t
twiicsh actounts for the modification of the biological effects

é ,

when a radionuclide is nonuniformly distributed in an organ.

Or axanple, the DE for X-ray to bone tissue is ceternined

“a
y =l,wnile that for Pu-239 in the bone is

Getermined =v using a QF=10 (to account for the greater

iiectiveness sf alcna particl2 irradiation) and a DF=5

- . . - . , 2 ; 19
(22 account Zor the sceculiar distribution of Pu in the bone) .

= [==50 rem from X-rays or Pu-239 would thus incuce the same

mamser of cancers in bone but the absorbed dose from the X-reys

(14 be 350 vad while that From Pu-239 would be only 1 rad.
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In obtaining the derived values in Tables I and II,

MPLB anc MPC, for Pu-239, a QF=10 was employed. This QF

implies, 25 mentioned above, that the particles of Pu-239,

wiich emit alpha particle radiation, are 10 times more effective

in inducin¢e cancer than X-rays. Although the irradiation of

tissue by insoluble plutonium particles is highly nonuniform,

no DF value has been assigned to these particles and hence, a

DF=1 was enployed in determining the derived values in Tables I

and II. Ideally, the DF should be determined by the ratio

of the cbserved effects in an organ following uniform and

nonunizor= radiation of the tissue with the same radionuclide;

For #xamcle:

 

oF = Numer of cancers (nonuniform irradiation)
° Number of cancers {uniform irradiation);

Since Girect exserimental data are not available, it is

=
mecessary ic derive the DF for insoluble Bu-239 particles from

teral cata. In a subsequent section, we shall sresent

the bioicgical evidence that strongly suggests that a DF=l

crossiv underestimates the DE for insoluble particulates of

Pu-239 and, consecuently, that the derived standards, MPLB

- . . . . 20
anda MPC, itr this radionuclide, are greatly in error.

H
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t * I~ t$12 be shown that the biological data strongly

such parzicles one shovld use a DF=115,000." fs at
d
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Before turning to the biological data it is appropriate to

discuss first the radiation field around a particle of Pu02

and thereby define the fundamental questions that need to be

answered by the collateral data from radiobiological studies.

The unicve form of tissue irradiation displayed by

insoluble parcvicles of Pu-239 occurs because, when Pu-239
f
u ‘D a i)

a
a wn Pp
:

c
t

‘9 idmits an alpha particle with an energy of 5.1 Mev.

mis sarticle has a range (produces biological damage) of only

some $0-45 2 (0.904 cm) in human tissue. In other words,

iy ‘J17-239 varticle in tissue will only irradiate a volume of

5 u radius. As one moves in-a
ein 2a sphere of

ward from the suriace of this sphere, the radiation intensity

increases c2cretricaliy. About half of the alpha particle

enercy is cGissisated at 20 u (that is, with a volume that

is 1/3 the total solume). This means that the average dose

Gelivared in the first 20 u is 3 times that delivered in tne

a1e irst column of Table IilI describesr
h

the radiation fiald around such a particle in soft tissue;

z., the skin. Since the lune is a Spongy tissue with a large

aix volume, the rance of alpha oarticles is longer in the

the mass of irradiated tissue is larger.

 

eesaman made a detailed analysis of plutonium
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particle irradiation of deep respiratory tissue?, The

last two columns in Table III describe the radiation field

around such a particle in the lung using Geesaman's lung

model? °, The dose rate to the entire organ is given in

column 2 of Table III for comparison. From Table III it is

Significant to note that with an assumed DF=1, the lung

dose from the same particle varies by more than 8 orders of

magnitude desending on whether one averages the dose over

the entire lung or calculates it on the basis of the tissue

exposed.

 

TABLE ,III

tvRadiation Dose Rate Due to a Pu-239 Particl

(1 u in diameter, 0.28 pci?)

 

  

Soft Lung

. Tissue 24 Entire Tissue 5 Clissest 6

Irradiated Orcan Irradiated 20 Alveoli

Mass of 99

Tissue 0.4 ug 1000 g 65 ug 19 ug

Dose Rate

(ren/yr) 735,000 0.0003 4000 11,000

 

 

21/ Geesaman, Donald P., 2. Amalvsis of the Carcinocenic Risk

from an tUnsoluble Rlona-Enicting Aerosol Senosited in Dees

Rasoiratory Tissue, CCRL-50337 and UCRL-50387 Addendun,

trance Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, Calit., 1963.
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It would take 53,000 particles of the size illustrated

in Table III to reach the MPLB of 0.016 uCi which results

in’15 rem/yr to the entire (1000 g}) lung. However, as

Table III indicates, these particles would irradiate only

3.4 g of this 1000 g to the lung, but at a dose rate of

41000 rem/yr-. Thus, as Table III indicates, these particles

result in an intense but highly localized irradiation. A

fundamental question is, then: is this intense but localized

irradiation more or less carcinogenic than uniform

c
eOrmivraciation? Alternatively, is the DF for this particular

rradiation equal to, greater than, or less than one? In~
ot t

h

p
e
e

the remainder of this section, we review the guidance, or

more apsropriately lack of quidance, for dealing with this

hot varticle orceplenm.

 

22/ Geesaman, Donald P,, UCRL-50387, pp. 8, 15.

 

22 Langham, wright u., The Problem of Larae Araa Plutoniun

Contamination, U. 5. Dent. of H. E. W., Public Heaith
Services, Seminar Paper No. 002, Dec. 6, 1963, p. 7.

24/ Long, A.8B., "Plutonium Inhalation: The Burden of

eslicible Consecuence," Nuclear Mews, June 1971, po. Fl.

aman’s model for a lung at one-half naximun inflation.

aman estimates a total of 688 alveoli at risk, each

-§ om3 in volume, and deep respiratory zone tissue density

.12 gfenm?.

25/ Geesaman, Donald P., UCRL-50387, np. 8, 15. Based on

w
o
r
t

t
v

c
b

oO t
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24/ See footnate 23.

zi’ Based on a lung mass of 2 standard man = 1000 g.

my: A. : . = 4h
2t/ This assumes that the radiation field of the 53,000

marticles do not overlap.
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Cc, The Hot Particle Problem
 

NN It is important to recognize that the ICRP has given

NO culsance with respect to nonuniform irradiation of the lung

by insoluble alpha-emitters such as insoluble plutonium

particles. In its Publication 9, the ICRP states:

...In the meantime there is no clear evidence to show

whetner, with a given mean absorbed dose, the biological
risk associated with a non-homogeneous distribution is

greater or less than the risk resulting from a more

Girtiuse cistribution of that dose in the lung. 29

in etiect, the ICRP is saying that there is no guidance as

£9 the risx lor non-homodqeneous exposure in the lunc, hence

the MPLB are meaningless for insoluble slutonitn

Tae NCRP offers the following ana sixsilar statement

with restect to these particles:

{210) The NCRP has arbitrarily used 10 percent of

tne volume of the organ as the significant volume for

izradiation of the gonads. There are some casas in

waick choice of a significant volume or area is

virtually meaningless. For example, if a single

barticle of radioactive material fixed in either lung

Or iwmph neces may be carcinocenic, the averaging

ci écss ¢ither over whe lung or even over one cusic

ceantineter mav have little to do with this case. 30

Tnis hot sarticle problem is also well recognized in

 

tne bioslecical community. The following is extracted froma

29/ IcRP Publication 9, Op. cit., p. 4.

30/ CRP Paport No. 39, Oo. cit., pp. 79-30.

\
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paper by Professor Donald P. Geesaman: °

So there is a hot particle problem

ium in the lung,

understood, and there is no guidance as

I don't think there is any controversy

Let me quote to you from Dr. K. 2Z.

in January ©ot

Atomic Ener

is one of

.Comnittee

logical Pr

mittee lonaa

Health Physi

*, U.S. Congress. [a] Dr. K

e United States’a
w

r
a
t
t

°

rotection;

than anvone;
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In the context of his comment it is interesting to
refexr to the National Academy of Sciences, National

Research Council report of 1961 on the Effects of

Inhaled Padioactive Particles. [{c] The first

sentence reads, "The potential hazard due to air-

borne radioactive particulates is probably the least

ungerstood of the hazards associated with atomic

weapons tests, production of radioelements, and the

exoaniing use of nuclear energy for power production."

A Gecase later that statement is still valid. Finally

let me quote Drs. Sanders, Thompson, end Bair from a

paver given by them last October. [dad] Dr. Bair and

his colleagues have done the most relevant polutonium

a "Nonuniform irradiation

the luna trom deposited radioactive particulates is

ari) more carcinogenic than uniform exposure fona .clear’:

tota.-iung dose basis}, and alpha~-irradiation is more

careinsrenic than beta-irradiation. The doses recuired

For 2 substantial tumor intidence, are very high, how-

ever, i= measured in proximity to the sarticle; and,

acain, there are no data to establish the low-incidence

ens ci a cGose-effact curve. And there is no general

theory, ao: data on which to base a theory, which would

permit extrapolation of the high incidence portion of

the curve into the low incidence region." I agree and

TI succes. that in such a circumstance it is appropriate

to view the standards with extreme caution.31l
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U. S. SAS-NRC Subcommittee, Effects of Inhaled Radioactive

Pariictlss. Report of the Subcommittee on Innalation

Razaris. Committee on Pathologic Effects of Atomic

Raaisation. National Academy of Sciences - National

Rasearcn ceuncil, Washington, D. C. 1961. Publication

84. NAS-URC/PUB-3948, 1961.

 

Santer:z, C. , R.C. Thompson, and V.J. Bair, “Lung

Cancer ise Response Studies with Radionuclides."

In: Inhalation Carcinoaenesis. Proceedings of a Biology
Divisicn, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, conference held

in Gatlinburg, Tannassee, October g-1l, 1969. <1.G.

Hanna, or., P. Nettesheim, and J.R8. Gilbert, eds.,

U. 3. sRcomic Enerav Comnission Svmsosium Series 13, 1970.

co. 243-363. (CONF-691001).

  

ma Livervoarea Laboratory, Calif., nent 21-79, horh? 19, 1979,

tuted ia Undercround Uses of Suclsaarc Ererw, Part 2, Uearins:

the f.bronmatiae on Air and Warer Pollution of the

tet on Puslic Works, Ub. S. Sanate, 9ist Congress, Ind Sessic

3, 22°35, 2D, 1530-1522.
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To those comments, referenced by Geesaman, can be added

» . . there is an urgent need to dispell the sense of

security and certainty that the present limits for

the 7>..ximum permissible lunq burden and the maximun

permissible air concentration bring . . . the public
shoul: be informed of the uncertainties that exist

Biol-zzical Data Related to Cancer Risk from Insoluble
 

 

We have shewn that insoluble alona-emitting particles

wit in untense but localized radiation. They can irradizte

vary Ric. doses without being organism- or organ fatal.

said th: t the available biological data strongly suggests

or insolublet
h

rticulat:: of Pu-239, and consequently, the derived stance-rds

~3 and Mil, for this radionuclide are greatly in error.

nex turr to the experiments involving cancer induction

intense local exvosure, since these are especially

Davant is judging whether or not insolubie alpna-emitting.

sk. Geesaman collacted|
+

“a analvzel the sertinent experiments, and what follows

 

tna commen.is of Dr. A. B. Long:

"

in these limits."34

Vie

Plut:nlum Particles

ito

inst 3a DF=2: crossly underestimates the DE

vr

marcticles tinstitutea a unigue r

== Ong, +68 Go. cit., p. 73. 
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is essentially a review of his analysis, which has become

known as the "Geesaman hypothesis."

A Tne Geesaman Hyoothesis
 

Dr. Rov E. Albert and co-workers performed a number of

experiments on the induction of cancer in rat skin?4736,

Albert's study of radiation-induced carcinoma in rat skin

cives some cuantitative description of a high-dose car-

cinesanic situation. A skin area of 24 cm? was exposed

diation with various depths of maximum penetra-c
r

Qo a I
- wo Qo ct 4 0 wd 4

W
w

tion. The dose response curves are revsroduced in Ficure l.

In all cases che response at sufficiently high doses (1000-

3909 rem} was large,—~1-5 tumors per rat by 80 weeks post
' .

exoesure. It was noted by Albert that when the dosewas

mormalizec tc a skin depth of 0.27 milinmeters, the three

resconse carves Decame continuous {See Figure 2). Since this

 

33/ Geesaran, D.P., UCRL-50387 Addendum, Op. cit.

5 .2., F.J. Burns, and R.D. Heimbach, "The

eilece ci svenscration depth of electron radiation on ski

tenor forracticn in the rat," Radiation Res. 30, 1967, po. 515-524.

‘y
s

 

357 Slperc, R.5., F.J. Burns, and &.D. Heimbach, "Skin camage

ena oturcr fiirration from grid and sieve patterns of electron

ens beta r2iistion in the rat," Radiation Res. 30, 1967, sp. 325--

34/ Albert, R.E., F.d. Burns, and R.D. teimbach, "The

zs3cciation 2etween chronic radiation damage of the hair

follicles and tumor formation in the rat," Padiation Pes. 30

1357, oe. 2399-593.



depth is near the base of the hair follicle which comprises

the deepest reservoir of epithelial cells of the germinal

layer, it was suggestive that this might be a critical

region in the observed carcinogenesis.

sianificance from the observations that

are Similar to hair follicles, and that

Gose range the number of tumors per rat

razio

N25 remarkadly correlated with the dose

of a varticular skin structure.

 

geometrical efiects ware observed:

inguction in the sieve ceometry was suporessed at doses of

cr1790 rad but not at doses of 2300 rad.

w25 acain consistent with the reduction

by atrophiec hair follicles.

To summa ty ty oO

The suggestion gained

most of the tumors

in the non-ulcerogenic

was in nearly constant

(1/2000-1/41900) with the number of atrophied hair

Thus the carcinogenesis in this experiment

to and specific

When exposures were

stripe and sleve patterns of reughly 1 mm scale,

moSt nowtadly the cancer

The reduction, however,

in Gamage as characterized

cnis important experiment, a high incidence

of cancer was cbserved after intense local doses of radiation,

w a
y Z

q
r ae ® a arcinocenesis was proportional to the damage or

2rtordering of 3 gritical architectural unit of the tissue,
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Geasamarn,

igaures: Albert, R. E., et al., Radiation Res. 30,

cp. 3515-524, Figures 5 and 7; reproduced in

VCPRL-30387 Addencum, Op.
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Others have osserved carcinomas and satcomas in rats

and mice after intense exposure of the skin to ionizing radia-

tion?’ 7 43) Cancer induction is generally a frequent event

in these experiments. Even at elevated doses, such as

12,000 rad of 1 MeV electrons, Boag and Glucksmann induced

~§ sarcomas/100 cm2 in rats>’.

A few results for rabbits, sheep, and swine were

. . - 39-4 . .
cotained at Hanford 8 1 Despite the small number of aninals

 

- withers, H.2., "Tne dose-survival relationsninv for

iesadiation of apichelial cells of mouse skin," Brit. J.

Batiol. <0, 13957, s5. 187-194.

 

E.V., "Tumours of the skin of mice ane other

ects of external beta irradiation of mice using
P," Brit. J. Cancer 16, 1962, po. 72-86.
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v2, L.A. and L.K. Bustad, “Gross effects of beta rays

in tanzord Atomic Products Operation, Biology

evort for 1956, HW-47500, 1957, pp. 135-141.

A. II, R.L. Pershing, S. Marks, and L.K.

rd Atomic Droducts Operation, Biolosv

rt for 1959, HW-65500, 1960, po. 63-69.

“3.3. Clarke and L.K. Bustad, "Late effects
“"ation,” Battelle-Northwest Laboratory Annual

5 in the Biological Sciences, BNWL-280, 1356,Dp. 13-14

,%.7., E.ga Noward and J.L. Palotay, Batt alla

ratory Annual Report for 1957 to the USAEC Olys 5 i

Ogv and Macicine, Vol. I, Biological Scionces, BLT)
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involved, surface doses of 16,000 rad from a P32 plaque

induced an average of 1 cancer/animal which is indicative

“nat larcer manmals are similarly susceptible to skin cancer

azter intense radiation insult. Again, these gross obser-

vations demonstrate that enhanced tumor incidence does occur

after very hica doses.

Intense localized radiation of the subcutaneous and

intraperiteneal tissue of animals by Pu-239 has also been

snown to cazse a high frequency of cancer induction43-45,

NoW what are these exneriments trying to teil us?

Certainly a reasonable interoretation of these experimental

§: when a critical architectural unit of a tissueI
=
-

results

(e.c., a hair follicle) is irradiated at a sufficiently high

sosage, the cnance of it becoming cancerous is approximately

‘

19-3 t9 1077. This has become known as the "Geesaman

-*

 

 

3 Palztesc Human Exserience

- Since in2 above experiments relate to cancer in¢uction

in animals, iz is pertinent to ask whether man is more or less

t4/ Sanders, C.L. an@ T.A. Jackson, “Induction of Mesotheliomas

andi Sarcenas From ‘Hor Spots' of Pu? Activity," Health Physics,

ecol. 22, No. &, June 1972, op. 735-759.

"Carcinocenic Properties of

3 and of Plutonium," Radiotogy,

mp. 361-363.
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sensitive to such intense localized radiation. cc. C.

Lushbauqh renorted on a lesion that developed as the result

ez residual Pu-239 from a puncture wound/®, The particle

contained 0.08 uc (0.905 uCi) of Pu-239, Commenting on

tne histological examination of the lesion, the authors

State, "The autoraagiocraphs showed precise confinement of

alcha-tracks to the area of maximum damage and their

cenetration into the basal areas of the epidermis, where

ecitnelial changes tvcical of ionizing radiation exposure were

cresent. The cause ana effect relationship of these findings,

therelore, seemed cbvious. Although the lesion was minut

one changes in it were severe. Their similarity to known

( 4 tb 0 (a J a 0 4 0 Ur mn!
) twicearmal cytologic changes, of course, raised

“litimate fate of such a lesion should itrt 3 ti
)

Q
Q 3 re
]

wv c
r
I oO tJ Oo ‘ ce a tb

without surgical intervention..." Inu (a fu |
a

h
k 0 a o
O

c
P

oO th je ul ct

canis case, less than 9.1 ug of Pu-239 produced precancerous

cnances in humen ctissze. The dose to tne surrounding tissue

fag ‘erv intense. There is every reason to believe that a

s~aller quantity ci Pu-239 would have produced similar chances.

TALS orecancerous Lesion indicates that a single Pu-239

carticle irradiates a significant (critical) volume of tissue

fy
5 he I “ oO fu ‘
O fu b - 5 oO it !inducing cancer. The Lushdaugh study was

 

’
zi Lusnbaucn, C.c. and J. Langham, Oo. cit., po. 461-454.
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published in 1962. At that time the total number of puncture

wounds in ro: was less than 1,00047, The treatment of such

wounds was <.::ision so that the total number of wounds dis-

Blaying resi cual contamination by plutonium particles was

certainly 12:3 than 1,009, Therefore, this wound data would

suggest that insoluble plutonium particles could offer a risk

ef cancer iniuction in man that is even greater than 1/1000

per particl:. In other words, when a critical unit of tissue

is irradiat:i, man mav be more susceptible to cancer than the

Albert data -s analyzed by Geesaman would suggest.

A set 3a case of plutonium particle induced cancer is

tnat of Mr. Uadward Gleason. He was not asscciated with

the nuclear: iadustry but was a Zreight handler who unloaded,

roteted ani -2loaded a crate that was contaminated by the

leaking car.tv of Pu-239 solution which Lt contained. He

subsequent. 3eveloped an infiltrating sort tissue sarcoma

on the lei. calm which eventually resultec in his death.

Although t::: case is not as clear cut as the case of the

olutoniun "Ser, there is an overwhelming medical poropability

that Ais cz. 72r was induced by plutoniua. Mr. Gleason's

unfortunate "“ontact vita 3Bu-239 lead to a lawsuit,{
i

 

47 Vander. ck, J.W., "Plutonium in Puncture NJounds,” HW-66172,

Hanfor2 Lal ‘“2tories Gperation, July 23, 1969.

\



Edward Gleason, et al v. NUMEC, This suit was eventually 

~, settled out-of-court. A discussion of the evidence in this

case by one of the authors is presented in the Appendix B

of this revort, rns |

These two cases, drawn from the relatively small number

of individuals so contaminated, strongly suggest that Pu-239

particles offer a unique carcinogenic risk. They indicate

that a single varticle is capable of delivering an intense

radiation dose to a critical volume of tissue and that this

disruptively irradiated tissue, lixe an atrophied nair follicle,

nas a hich scroDability (maybe as high as 1/1000) of becoming

cancerous. ‘

C. Related Lung Exveriments
 

The sxin experiments with animals are remarkable in that

a highly disrustive dose of radiation to a small portion of

revairapie mamnalian tissue produced frequent carcinogenesis.

The chance of sroducing one cancer ver animal is essentially

unity. It is reasonable to expect that a comparadie

develooment could occur in lung tissue. , while a number of

radioactive substances have been used to induce lung cancers

in mice and rats", it is difficult to derive any characteri2z:3-

tion of carcinesenesis from these txperiments.

 

 

38/ Cember, H., “Radiogenic lung zancer," Progressin

ixperimental Tumor Research, FP. disourger, ed. New York,
Hainer Puslisnhiqs Company, Inc,, Vrl. 4, 1954, sp. 251-303.
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The work of. Laskin, et al, though not specifically

involving deep respiratory tissue, does demonstrate a source

. . 49
intensiiveresponse curve for lung tissue ~. A Ru-106

cylindrical source was implanted in the bronchi of rats, and

cancers were observed to arise from the bronchial evsithelitun.

he response curve indicates a sudstantial ressonse (7 percent)|

even at 0.008 uCi burden, and a slow, anvroximately logaritnanic

increase of tumor incidence over three orcers of masnitude

-" beeen : - 2 ~ aa... f esa owl =" 5 --
TAB TaNMSr lAncicaencea yenarai.y LACrTeases WLIn ine 2css accurulated
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19° ves the incitence was acsroximately wro-inirds. Cerber

26 glass beats (9.3 u diameter} with saveral microcuries

rate, Tsmors w2rea toservec in 7? of 23 animals. In a second

.
@xcerirent Cermser exnosed raz lungs +o Ca-iti sarticles. For
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a burden range of 0.5 uCi to 50 uCi the observed tumor incidence

fluctuated between 0.04 and 0. 371,

All of these lung experiments involved intense exposures

and a Significant level of carcinogenesis. Severe damage

and disruption of tissue were associated with the exposures.

The most relevant lung exveriment is Bair's Pu23905

se . . 537-
inhalation study with beagles??7°4. Exposure was to

particulates of 0.25 u or 0.5 u median diameter; burdens were

in the uCi rancse. Twenty of the 21 dogs thar survived more

than 1600 davs sost exsosure had lung cancer. Many of these

cancers were multicentric in origin. The cancers again

acoeared in conjunction with severe lung intury. Since the

natural incizenc2 of the disease is smell, it appears that

at this level of exvosure the induction of ising cancer is a

cerztainty Gurinc the normal beagle life svoan At the same

 

L/ Cember, H., Os. cit.
 

 

52° Sair, W.J., 3.F. Park, and W.J. Clarke, “Long-term

gtude of dinnalec ciutonium in dogs," Battelisa Memorial Institute

(Pictnland}), -PwWL-TR-33-214, 1965 (AD-631 637:.

52’ Park, J.F., w.g. Clarke and W.dJ. Bair, “Thro atfects

of intaled 23992535 in beagles," Battelle-Nerinvest Laboratory
Annuil Reoort for 13457 to the USAEC Divisisn sf Biology and

Mec tsinea, Vol. I, Bisalogical Sciences, BNWL-714, 1958,

po. 3.3-3.4.

34, Park, J.F., 22 al, "Proaress in Beacle Sog Studies wi

ransuranium Elerentsat Battella-Northwvest,” Health Phvst '

“ed. 22, No. 6, Jana 1373, OQ. 393-3819.
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Laskin, et al, indicate a significant carcinocenic response

in the luna at 1400 rem, succesting a comparable sensitivity

of lung tissue?®. Geesaman indicates that the tissue revair

time in the lung is of the order of one year’, It therefore

seems aDprooriate, Sut not necessarily conservative, to accept

as guidance that tnis enhanced cancer risk occurs when particles

irradiate tne surrounding lune tissue at a dose rate of 1000

rem/yr or more.
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19090 raemn/vear to the Surrounding Lung Tissue

Particle Particle Diameter (1)

Activity
ee 239... 2383..,

{oCi) Prd5 Put?

3/4 max initlsczed (138 alveoli} 0.14 0.3 0.12

1/2 max inflated ( 63 alveoli) 0.07 0.5 0.93

Closest 29 alvacli 0.02 0.4 0.06

id Laskin, @2 41, 23. cit.

57/ Geesaman, Donali >., UCPrL-50387, Co. Cit, 3- ll.

33." Tbid

33 +. =e: i <4 Jepdees 1° i Laniznan teh,37/ Based uron sracitic activity given Oy wanaisl, » ‘
NA ate - ” \.
wwe —_- —-e y we ’
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As seen from Table IV, using Geesaman's lung model, a

particle with an alpha activity between 0.02 pCi and 0.14 pCi

is recuirai to give a dose of 1000 rem/yr to irradiated lung

tissue. For purposes of establishing a maximum permissible

lung particie burden we will use 0.07 pCi from long haltf-

lived (greater than one year) isotopes as the limiting

aloha activity to qualizy as a hot particle. Thus, throughout

the remaincer of this resort, hot particle will imply a particle

with at least this limitins aloha activity which is insoluble

 A, mipesures at Rooxy Fiats

Dne SED nas a plutonium facility associated with its

mutheaer waarcns orogram at Rocky Flats, Colorado. This2 s ’

Facilizcy is cserated under contract to the A=C by the Dow

 

Cnémical Iscranv. The emplovees, the anvironment and uncousteci_

the surrouncing population nave been contaminated with olutoniuz

. , - at . - ou 60-52
carticieas zs 2 result of the speration of *5is plant.

rt is, tnerticre, oertinent nere to examine the information

a2 Marn, l.0. and A.B. Fircnanev, Oo. cit.

oi Pear, 2.2. ana 2.4. Martall, “Pluconiunm-239 and

Dmeériciumelsl in tha ocenver Area," Healcn Favsics, Vol. 23,

1372, co. 32°-349.
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available on the exposure of employees of the Rocky Flats

facility ane to relate this to the hot particle problem.

J. R. Mann and R. A. Kirchner discuss the exposures that

resulted from a plutonium fire at Rocky Flats on 15 October

1965.°° Some 400 employees were working in the room at the

time the fire occurred. Tnese employees were sudseavently

Slaced in a whole body counter to Getermine their lung burdens

r
hOf Pu-239. However, Mann ana Kirchner resorted only on those

25 enslovees who were exrosed adove the MPL3 of 0.016 uci.

Tadle V oresents the inicrmation on th2 exposure of

represents.

 



 

TABLE V

Pocky Tlats Exposure*

Number of Total Lung Hot Particles Number of

Cases Burden (uCi} Lung Burden (uci) Hot Particles
 

1 0.272 0.033 137,000

1 0.160 9.019 79,000

1 0.111 0.013 54,000

3 0.064 0.008 33,090

19 9.024 0.003 12,509

* Mann and Xircnner sorasented the lung burdens @s nurser
SF NPLB. These Aave Sean converted to uCi in columm iw

2Sing MPLB=9.714 u2i. (For the groscs with 3 anc 19 cases,

se selected the midsoint of the resorted ranze.} Tne nat

Darticl@ burden in colunn three was estimates by multiolvin

“ne total burnan by 0.17, the fraction of the activity on

varticles abov-2 2.5 u, and 0.70, the fraction of initial

Gsv0sited activiczy that was involved in long term retention in

the lens. Bases on particle size data resorted Dy Mann and

“irohnar, we estimate the averace not narticle activity is

azout 9.24 pci. The nuxbers of hot particles in the last column;
were obtained sy dividing the not particle ourcens in column
tnree by the averaca hot sarticle activity (9.24 pCi).

 

Allowing 2 rizxk of cancer equal to 1/2999 per Aoti

nartiel?, Susn:3ts tnaat tre indivituals wnhese exsosures are

lunz cancer -- tna orohavility 15 2ssentiaily unity. [na

raAis resnect, i- i3 sienifzicant ta note that in the axseriments

ie Cprbe em motes
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reported by Park, et al, the beagle dog with the smallest

lung burden, i.e., 0.2 uCi, developed lung cancer.°' The

highest burden in Table V is comparable to the lowest

beagle exposure; the lowest exposure in Table V, the 19

cases with lung burdens in the 0.024 uCi range are only an

order of magnitude less than the lowest beagle exposure.

We would suggest that this is potentially a serious situation.

As of this time, none of these individuals has Geveloped

lung cancer.°> However, it is only 9 years since the exocsure

anc there is gooc reason to Sugeest that the latent period

{tne time between tp sposure and the cevelcoment of cancer)

is much longer tran this. In the beagle dog exzserinents,

che lowest lung Durden was associated witn a latent perisdé

4of ll vears. The } fu r
t ent period may be longer in man andt

particularly at these lower dosages and the small number of

cases involved. Therefore, while these exposed individuals

will be expected to supply pertinent data relative to this

hot oarticle cancer risk over the next 10 to 20 vears,

these exposures cive us no information at this ‘time that would

warrant modifying the risk per particle or the critical

 

garticls activity.

S1/ Park, J.F., et al, Health Physics, On. cit. p. 803.

 

43/ Richmond, Crst, On. cit., on. 320-

A,
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Manhattan Project Norkers
 

Another study of human respiratory exvosure to plutonium

-
- (D

66
Manhattan Project.

states,

moderate to marxec metaplastic changes, but the Signific

hates to 25 younas men exsosed to plutonium during the

"The bronchial cells of several subjects showed

found then to be free of lung cancer although the report.

of these chances is not clear." Such metaplastic chances

fha possible indicator for

cancer. In one case the revort indicates

Surorisad «2 find ome lung ca

mon-exvoses sudiects. During

 

 

fara conductes with these results:

. An averace MDA for a 2000-saz counting time is

Boclt li if one usez tne 953 confidence level.??

For tn2 33% ccntidence leval ana 2 Similar counting

time, 222 comcaraple value is about 3.5 rci.

: : 1 a , ‘ . he an DM ‘ ie15/ Hamclanann, O.N., 2b 21, “Mannaloan srojyecs Plutani

favkears; A Tweatv-seven Y2ar Follow-Ups Study of Selectad

The latest examination of this grous’

etecting incislent or actual lung
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Positive counts were obtained for14 of 21 persons
measured. These counts suggested chest burdens ranging

from 3 to about 10 nCi. However, in no case did the

estimated cnast burden exceed the MDA at the 95% con-

fidence level. Seven of the 14 subjects with positive
chest counts had estimated chest burdens of 7 nCi or

greater and mav be considered (at the 68% level of

coniidence) to have statistically significant chest

buréens of from 7 to 10 nci.68

Since the plutonium is still in the lung cavity, 27 vears

sost-exsccsure, it 15 correct to assume that it was initially

69

Pp
.

in tne insolunle form and hence pertinent here. At the time

o= this measurement, however, most of the material would bea

exvectec to be in the lymoh noces. Nevertheless, we coulda

particle burden in these subjects fron

tnese G€ai2 if we xnew the initial particle size at the time

~
~ison. This particle size Gata is unavailable.

Tne nature of the contaminating events suggest that the

particle size micnt nave been somewhat larger than those tnat

result from oslucsnium fires where most of the respirable

activity resiaes on particles in the size range of 0.1 u to

2.3 u in diameter. Much of the contamination of the

 

 

 

43/ [JOPP Dublicarion 19, The Netabolisn of Comsounds oF

Piuconitum and Qcnar Actnides, Pergamon Prass, Mew York, 1372, p. 7.

“3/ Mann, d.R. and A.R. Kirchner, Oo. cit., p. 880.
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Manhattan ‘sorkers resulted from aspiration of droplets of

nicuid solszions of plutonium into the air wherein much larger

"O
o article sizes would result. At the same time, the activity

of the onlutonium in the narticle would be considerably less

than that ior a particle of Pus. For example, it is stated

tnrat 14 of the 25 subjects with measurable body burdens of

plutenium worked in the recovery operation and that this

Ocfarreé wren worxing with solutions containing 1-40 ¢/liter

Ci piutonyl nitrate to which H309 was being addac with

vigorous szirring in an open hood. This resulted in con-

j
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Tl/’ Fecall irtm Tabie IV that a 0.07 sCi, tha limiting

Rotivitv for 2 att varticla, would ¢civ2 2 t23@ cf 1330 renéyes

Tl othe surrcounaing tissue in 2 lung inilated to L/2 maxinen.

a Di the sarticles cf an inhaled aerosel that ara desesited

in tna Gees risctizatory zone cf the lung, virtualiy 2il are

<BR cman 3c: in diarster (Seesaiman, UCPE-302297, O95. cit., dD.

. 2 2 droslea: izom tne 49 c/liter solution waoula carresrons

yauunive ta tna limiting wetivicy of a not mirticle.
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surrounding tissue (roughly 10 rem/yr). ,

c Neasens Test Fallout

Another seurce of human contamination that is suggested

as being pertinent to this oroblem is the plutonium in the

fallout from nuclear weapon tests. The slutoniun from

weapon tests is incorsorated in or devosited on sarticles

other materials and, like that for the Manhattan3 r
t

fe tthat co

workers, 222 sseciiic activitv in these varticles is much

smaller than that in hot particles.

 

 

between 1/1702 and 1/10,000. Prudent sublic health practices

should ass2ss the risk associated with environctental plu-

J wu 3 th w
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man was performed by the NAS-MRC Advisory Committee on the

Biological Effects of Radiation. Their report, published in

— ' 7 3

2972, is refarred to as the 3EIR Report.

A. Occtutatianal Esxocsure

The existing occusational exposure standard for uniform

whole body irradiation is 5 rem/yr and for

the BEIR Rascrt estimates that exososure of

of an indiv: to 5 rem/vz would lead to[t
v

17 s
u

h
e

b
e

. - -3 74 ;
setvwaen 4.523 and 2.3xK19 “/yr. Their

- 7 . . + - * . -_

ic fyr. Taeir estimate of che risk ci
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The MPLSS valves in Table V represent

reduction in tha MPLB. A not oarticle ci

Limit activicy contains only 0.97 eCi whii

ccocupetiona_ 2nposure is 6x04 pCi.

 

7.7 N45 TH Fans as OD Piariaec~r, 28 Eifeczis on PaouLlarticns
at otARNi ss Ziscrsr," (BEID =ol leoniszing Ratiziisn, BZIP >
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, _--* ~e : “oN avid.
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3, Thic, ct. JL.

-.- Ls . _-
.o Tisit, 2. Lifé.
 

the lung, 15 rem/yr.

the whole body

a cancer risk

best estimate is

tancer to the

ren/yr is 3x10 >/yr.

n 1/1000 and

@ the MPLS for

Thus the

cl Exposure to
erort), NAS-NRC,

76
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TABLE V

Occuvational Exsosure Guidance for Insoluble Alona Emitters,

Maximum Permissible Lung Particle Burden quepnps) /?

Cancer risk dse to 5 rem/yr Assumed Risk in Particle
wnol@ Doay exsosure 78
  
 

1/1000 1/2000 1/10,000
  

4.5x1l074 0.45 0.9 4.5

1073 (best estimate) l. 2. 10.

2.3x1973 2.3 4.6 23.
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reduction of ine axisting MPLS and MPC, by = Iactar of

10,000. It 15 recommended nera that the nest estimate af

ng racdisnucilides in hot varticles. This is a somewhat

omoromisea and is not the moszt conservative valua

that could de reccommended. Thrus, the recommended MPLP3

for ctecupational exsosure from hot particles of alpna-

 

77 / Tha numeer of sarticles recuiree to give a cancer risx

2cual to thac iron uniform radciacion.

 

Té/ Source: BEI-m Resort, Od. tit., op. 391. Tra MPLP3B

covr2spondins ta a luag cancer risx of 3x1973 fua to 15 ram/ur

lang cose [3ETR Zasert, Op. cit., p. 154] are 0.03, 0.06

sno 6,3 r assumed narticle risxs of 1/1003, 1/2390 and

! 4
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emitting radionuclides in the deep respiratory zone is 2

particles. This corresponds to a MPLB of 0.14 pCi and repre-

sents a reduction of 115,000 in the existing MPLB. This

implies that the DF for hot particles is 115,000. Moreover,

it requires a reduction of the MPCa for Pu-239 by 115,000 to

a value of 3.5x1l0716 uci/ml unless it is determined that

the plutonium is not in hot particles.

B. Exvosure of the Ganeral Public 

As indicated in Table II, the MPL3 for non-occupetional

exposure (members of the oublic) is tenfold less than that

for occucational :imesure. Such an excosure limit for a hot

particle would be 9.2 voariicles. Exoosure at this level

disorosertionate fraction of the risk. In fact, since an

ommendations and admcnitionsQ 0 a f
h

wi e
r Y Oo 3 te

oO i
b wu

+ §
wo (v ct Fr i @ Is (D Q
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average and maximum doses. The Federal Radiation
Council sugyests the use of the arbitrary assumption
that the majority of individuals do not vary from the
average by a factor greater than three. Thus, we
recommenc ‘ne use of 0.17 rem for yearly whole-body
exposure tI average population groucs. (It is noted
that this cuide is also in essential agreement with
current rocommendations of the NCRP and the ICRP.)
It is critical that this guide be apolied with reason
and judgement. Especially, it is noted that the use
of the average figure, as a substitute for evidence
concerning the dose to individuals, is permissible

only when there is a probability of aspreciable homo-
geneity concerning the distribution of the dose witnin
the population included in the average. /?

Strict adnarence to these guidelines implies that

the ambient air standard snould be zero particles, 99

roWhile a variety o

a slight deviaczion from tnese guidelines and the acceptance

suggestions could be pro '
dosed, we recommend

of the Gisproccriionate risk implicit in the 0.2 varticla

standareé. This is a workable solution since best estimates

ef lung burdens can be fractional quantities. Thus, we

recommend thai tn= MPLP3 for menbers of the sublic be 0.2

public be 0.97 ot particles, a factor of 3 less than the
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The MPLP3=0.2 ocarticles implies that the existing MPCa

for non-occusational exccsur2 to Pu-239 should also be reduced

by a factor of 115,900 to a value of 9x107 18 uCi/ml unless it

is determined that the plutonium is not in hot particles.

Cc, SMoosure from Accidental Peleases
 

e
rThere are no direct statements by standard-setting orgeni-

zations recarding an "acceszu2adle" exposure associated witn

For purposes of

evaluacins sites for nuclear reactors, 2st2adlishing site

. : . =s Naeem ian -~ - -boundaries, anc orasarins satety anaivsis reports, however,

une AEC has agocteast scaciiic scriteris. The reactor site

boundary (surrounding the exclusion ares) must meat the followin

2} An exclusion area oF syucn size that an

indiviaual located at anv point on its boundary

for ta Nours immecisieiy followins onset of the

postulstec Fission crsiuct releases would noc

receive a te tal racistisn dose i959 ctns whole hoc

in excess cf 25 rem? cr 2 total rziiasion esse

nN 2xce F339 ren? to the envrcoia from iodine

i
ow U} 1]

 

   
Si/. Fisna, 3.2. -D. Swisher,

Chapter 7 of earl " i 3.5 2st 1, "“Calcu-

lation of 22385 :

LMPSR," DANLANS

se@letead fram oan

sit Reactor Davelo 2

Be not diraectin - oO

wine intormatisa = ‘45 ie oped
failasla in sthear doturents AREC-D2LT Further stated chat it

AS not rEermevss sacausé tI 06Th2@ quality tio orne war,
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2he wnole body dos2 of 25 rem referred to

above corresponds numerically to the once in a

lifetime accidental or emergency dose for radia-

tion workers which, according to NCRP recommenda-

tions may be disregarded in the determination of

their radiation exposure status (see N8S Handbook

69 dated June 5, 1959}. However, neither its use

nor that of the 300 rem value for thyroid expvosure

as set forth in these site criteria guides are

intended to imply that these numbers constitute
accestable limits for emergency doses to the public

under accident conditions. Rather, this 25 rem

wnole body value and tne 300 ram tayroid value

have Deen £ ase guides as reference

aValues, wWnich can be usad ration of

reactor sit2s with resvect to potential reactor

accisents of exceedincly low probasilize cf
occurrence, and low risk of sublic exrcosure to

Fish, et 21, made the following comments regarding the

slutonium

release. Tnese comments are also applicable to hot particle

‘
a
p

First, tne wording of sactions 199.11 (a) (1)

Clearly liniis the acsslication to the irradiation oat

the wnoi2 oody and the tnvroid; no other organ or tissue

is manticonse< or implieé. Furthermore, only fission

procucts in caneral anc iodine in particular are

identifi2d as reference substances. Finally, footnote (2)

shites unecuivacally that one guides area not to be

considered 25 accestanl= Limits for emercsancy doses

to tne public under accidant conéitions. 32

Without aduriasing wheatrir the guicgelina values,

rem to the whrie sedyv an2 3234 rem to the thyroid, sasulc
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be considered as acceptable limits, or whether design basis

accidents that are currently evaluated under these criteria

F
t
;

are “of exceedincly low probability of occurrence," we

recommenc that 19 CFR 100.11(a) (1) be modified as follows in

order to establish a hot particle stancard that is equivalent

to the risk associated with 25 rem whole body irradiation:

{1) An exclusion area of such size that an
incividual located az any point cn its boundary

for two hours immediately following onset of the

 

postulated fission croduct or othar radionuclide

reigase woulc not receive a total radiation dose

tm excess of 25 rem* or a total
~2

 

raciazi ss of 300 rem’ to the

sayrois irom iocine exocsure, or receive a lunc

Darzticla burien in excess of 19 aot sarticles.3
 

 

33 Act particle is a particle tnat contains

Suliicient ectivity to deliver at leas: 1000 ren/yr

to the surrounding lung tissue. Tor isotovces

nNaving nali-lives creater than cne vear, this would

correstons to varticles containing at least 0.07

pCi si alisha activity.

we &lsc racommend that similar criteria be established

or nuclear facilities nott
hlimiting nor variicle releasas

now coverei under 10 CFP 1994.
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an accident wherein surfaces are contaminated with hot

particles, it is necessary to have a standard to apply to

decontamination measures,

The number of particles that can be resuspended from

surfaces has been the subject of a number of experiments.

These experiments have usually resulted in the datermination

of a resuspension factor (RF). The RF is defined by:

 

RF (m7) = concentration in air (uCi/s3)
- = > = . ws

concentration on surface (uCi/m-)

R. L. Katnran has reviewec the data obtained on RF

values He indicates that, "rgported {RF} values for slutoniun

ang its compounds range over 11 orders of magnitude." This)

ll orders corressonds to values between lo7*+ to lo~tl mol

raat as : > ne - -1 sa: :
Kathren indicates that, "an RF of 1074 m4, although

- 0 : . Bt : » ose .
consarvative is agorooriate.""* Langnam incicates that a

member of the Danish scientific team used an er=1973 acl

 

sue . . soya: . @5. Cs.
Guring tne Thule celiseration. we would recommend what

.

3/ KXathren, R.L., “Towards interim accezzabie surface con-

tamination levels for environszental Pudg," 2N07-Sa-13519, Battelle

Northwest Laborateryv, Richland, Washington, Asril 1968, cos. 3-4.

23/ Langhan, Wright H., Od. cit., p. 3. The Thule Delidera-

tions refer to the delibaraticns following the accidental

erash of a 8-52 bomber carrvinz nuclear w2anons near Taule

Aix anland, e

D =
Force Basé in Green Tne high exsicsives in %:

tons Getonated and disnarsaa the olutoniun.3 ID w i)

SeTN oneeere
1
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the value selected by Kathren be used when.the RF is unknown

to determine the ambient ground contamination standard.

Apolying an RF=10-4 m+ to the ambient M2Ca standard

recommended in the previous section, we obtain a maximum per-

missible surface contamination (MPSC) level for hot particles

c -8 "7 2 B6 ’ . . 2

of 9x10 uCi/me. This is roughly 1 hot particle/m.

In areas where an RF greater or less than 1074 ml could

be shown to apoly, the MPSC could be altered aporopriately.

 E, As Low as Practicable Hearinc

It is to be understcod that the abova recomtendations

co not represent endorsement on our vart of the ris

I lon guidelinesc
tinnerent in the existing rad ctation protec

upon which these recommendations are basec. Rather, we offer

tne admonition that the exposures should be kept as far

spelow these guicel racticabls. Therefore, weo
d ne yn as - Let
)

‘3

1
-
-tnese guidelines Se incorporatedcr Lt
tFurther recermend tha

}
- mio the existing regulations without delay and that the

 

limits for exnssure to not particles.

24, This value is derived as follows: The recammendad MPCa

For not partistes is 9x190713 uci/ml which corressonds to
3x19712 uciyed. The maximum ground cancamination level, using

pralo74 m4, is 9xlovl2y1o-4 = OxLlo-? utivn2.

agg er gest
OR yt ayER eee ne ke ern tee gen ene foPEE ele eT ee fe RORGS Mp ar a pee Om VrET ‘ .
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VIII Summary of Recommendations
 

Tne following recommendations apply to alpvha-emitting

hot particles where a hot particle is defined as a particle

that contains sufficient activity to deliver at least 10060

rem/yr to the surrounding lung tissue. For isotopes having

hali-lives greater than one year, this would correspond to

particles containing at least 0.07 oCi of alpha activity. ®?

& is recommended that:

l. For occupational exposure

MPEP?B = 2 not particles

MPCa for Pu-239 = 3.3x10-16 uciyn1®?

--2. For non-occuvational exposure

MPLP3 = 9.2 hot particles

MPCs Zor Pu-239 = 9xl0-18 uci/mi®?

 

87/ These varvticulates would consist of compeunds of Pu and

tne other actnises which fall into Class Y material in the ICR

Task Group Lung Mocel. These materials wouis be retained for

years in the lung. See for example, ICRP Publication 19, O95. cit.,

3. 6. Since oniy sarticles in the size ranca of 5 u and Dalaw in

Giameter woulc be deposited in the @een ressiratoryv tissue, this

in eliact saris an unoer limit for tne particle size of interest
here Ef the nalf-life is less than or clss2 to l year the Limit

of 9.97 3Ci can be adjusted usoward through .asprovriate calculations.

fi/ Tails MPa asolies for sarticles containing 0.07 sci of

Dy-233. For garcticles containing more than 9.97 oCi the

Mrln Could na insraasad sropertionately. For particles

Tontaining less than 0.07 voCi the existins s2Cysaxlo7li cCi/n}
would apply. The MPCqa for hot garticlas of otner isotopes
and mixtures af isotoses shoulda be astablisnad on a similar

bisis with considaration given to the half-lifa of the isotope.

\,

a9/ Tate
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MPLPB (2 hours exposure}

4. For unrestricted areas

MPSC = 1 hot particle/m2 30

70apalin

e

l

alates

t
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d

- : nalee rs ¥
SateenteethntOeninhttlieadatONshea,

For accidental releases exposure {10 CFR 100.11 (a) (1))

10 hot particles

5. Hearings should be convened to determine as low as

practicable regulations.

 

90/ TAis value is meant for guida:

Aecontamination of an unrestricted

taninated witn not particles. Ina

tess than 1074 aml could be shown

alterad avorsoriarely, %
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APPENDIX A °

\ Radiation Standards Setting Organizations

and Their Roles

The organization which recommends basic radiation cri-~

teria and standards at the international level is the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP).

It was eStablisned in 1928 under tne ausoices of the Second

International Congress of Radiology. During the early

period and until 1950, the ICRP was concerned primarily wita

recommendations cesigned to provide protecticn to members

z cana thera-

peutic use of X-ravs and gamma raclation irom radiun.

However, since ine ve

‘uses on a la ,

studies of re

gamut of rad

sister ¢

Units Me

ground k

t ef atomic energy, and radiation

& has extended its efforts to include

t ion matters coverings the whole

ions. It works isgetner with its

national Commission on Radiation

@iles on the ICRU for bacx-
b
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lf Initially the SCRE was Known as the Advisory Committee

on M-ravs and Padium Protection; in 1346 the name was changed

eg tise SMaciconal Coomitteeae cn Raaciation Froterttion and Measure-

senes, and in 1364 ict receivea a fedaral cnarter ane took

Les orvsent mare \
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In 1949, the maximum permissible dose for radiation
was lowered to 0.3 roentqen per week. It was lowered again

in 1957 to 5 ren/yr as the permissible dose for radiation
-Workers. This standard is still in effect.

The AEC has also plaved a significant role in setting
radiation standards. However, the AEC's regulatory authority

over materials was, and still is, limited by the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended, to source, by-product, and ssecial

nuclear material. before the Federal Radiation Council

(FRC) was formed, the AEC, when setting radiation standards,

senerally followed closely the recommendations oz the NCRP,

which in turn paralleled the ICRP recommendations.

In 1959, after the advent of the atomic age hac aroused

osublic fears ever fallout from nuclear weavons, the U. S.

government, bacause of uncertainty of government initluence

over radiation vrotection standerds, organized the FRC.

2t was authorized by Concress to "...aédvise the Presiient

wlth respect to radiation matters directly or indéirecily

aifecting health, inclucing guidance for all federal agencies

in the formulation cl radiacion standards and in estasiishmeat

and execution of programs in cooperation with tha states..."%

the iinal authority with respect to radiaticn stancarcs restec

mot with the FRO but with ihe President. Such a sutorsinate

acencv as tne AEC, for examscie, had to make its rules, e.g.,

tnose governing licensed reactors, compatibie with ine cverall

auides deveicned by; the FRC.

TCRP an2 “CRP continwzed to

commencations concerning

rt oY
(i

{0

 

 

 

 

permissis ure standaras. Sztancarcs ware

recesmences ifr some non-occupational screuss anc ior ine whole

sooulaticn. Maximum vermissibie vody surtens and maximum

permissiile toacentrations of radionuciices in the air andoin

water wore yrecormmendad 2s sacendary standards. Most of these: "
recommengations were ineorporated by the FRO and the ate.

Tn L97o ine FRO was abclisned anc ite Guties wera transte

to the EPR. Fince that tine, the settinz of vooulation

2METSELS Stecdneds nus resided in EPAL Pooblaticn stancares,

2 FRO Paccr: Nal ol, bhactectreund Material for che ITevolooment

=f Radizsir rohestion s7 aris, Coverntent Printing vtriics.

wasnington, 2. C., May it, lLeéd, p. Ll.
\

am nite ' eye en sate _“~ -asowe es . ter ~ .*
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in this case, mean exposure to persons "outside the fence”

of an AEC (or AEC-licensed) facility. Criteria, required

to meet these standards, for plant operation and design

remained with the AEC. Hence, present responsibility for

assessment of health effects resides in EPA, while the

resvonsibility for developing technology to control emissions

resides in AEC. The Office of Management and Budget (0M3)

in a recent letter to EPA and AEC clarified the delegation

of ressonsibility batween these agencies for promulgatin

regulations to limit the radioactivity that may be emitted

from facilities in the nuclear power industry. OMB stated:

AEC should proceed with its plans for

issuing uranium fvel cycle standards, taking

into account the comments received from all

sources, including EPA; that EPA should dais-

continue its prevarations for issuing, now

or in the future, any standards for tyses of

facilities; and that EPA should continue,

under its current authority, to have res-

ponsidility for seitins standards for the total

amount of rasiation in the caneral environment

from ail facilities combined in the uraniucs

fuel evele, i.e., an ambient standard which

would have to reflect AEC's findings as to

ene practicability of emission controls.3

r e

tandarcs and in some cases have regulatory

a

 

with radiation s

authority. These include, but are not limited to, the

Denarimant of Heaith, eaucation anc Welfare, Devartment of

Labor, Bureau cf Mines, the American National Standards

Institute, ane state agencies. The radiaticn standards of

these organizations are not at issue here. For thea most part

uney Slay a seconcary role, or wnere asalicasle, follow thea

guidance ‘of the NiCRP, EPA and AEC.

3/ Mamorandum for Aiministrator Train and Crairman Ray

fron Poy L. asn, Dec. 7, 1979.
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PRIVACY ACT MATERIAL REMOVED .

APPENDIX B

Statement Submitted to Attorneys for

NN Re: et al vs. NUMEC

by: Arthur R. Tamplin

 

The following is my analysis of the origin of

soft tissue sarcoma that ultimately resulted in his

death and of the Consultation Recort, submitted by Dr. Niel

Wald, dated Jan. 29, 1973.

unloaded, rotated, and loadee a crate con-

taining a leaking carsov of vlutonium-239 (Pu-239) solution.

Tais could not nave occured without contaminatina the palmar

suriace of his left Nand, wnich tias bare. The a

did this Pu-239 contamination cause

sarcoma? Since radiation induced

chose that occur soentaneouslv, Lt
.

uestion is:

to develoos a

  

       
  

induced.

The United States

for maiicnant neocl2sn

tne uccer extrevityv of

synovial sarcona is 4

Nence 225 2 soor orosnse

less than the i

per year TA

this trata wo

contaminated
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oroduce sarcomas in animals. There is little reason to doubt

shat this snall amount of liquid (9.91 milliliter) or even more

Found its way below the surface of palm. In this

event, his cnance of developing cancer would be one in twenty.

This is at least 50,000 times higher than his chances of develoo:-

the cancer spontaneously. In other words, the evidence is over-

whelming in favor of the turor resulting from Pu-239 contaminatic

The above relative probability is based upon data: from

animals. It is quite possible tnat man is more sensitive than

animals to cancer induction bv Pu-239. In fact, the biological

evidence strongly sucsests that man is more sensitive. Exhibit 2

resort of a nodule removed from aman. This nodule

only 9.08 ud of Pu-239. Commenting on the histologicai

n of tne lesion, the authors statas,"The autoradio-

$s to the area of

he basal areas of

1 of ionizing

n@ efiect relation-

wna

  x mag2 and their cenetraticn into

tne eviderntis, where epithelial chances tvpic

radiation exposure were present. The cause a
sniv of itnese findines, tharaiare, seemes obvious. Although ta

lesion vas minute, the chances in it ware sever@. Their

olocgic cnances,
Fare of sucn a

  

 

a2 human and animal data together wit

59,090, I can come to no other

rooma was a direct result of the3

left valm bv Pu-239.

's Consultation Pasort, it can be

mo evidence tc disprove tre clain

py Pu-239 contamination. I snall

the orger that it was written.

submitted

29-30, the
a but on

‘ring and faces
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samples collected subsequent to January 20 uave negative

results. The only thing that this demonstrates is that no
detectable level of Pu-239 was found. Even following the in-

jection of large volumes OF Pu-239 solution into the skin and
muscle of animals, the Pu-239 is slowly absorbed and appreciable

fractions, up to 70%, remain at the site of injection. More-

over, of the auantity absorbed only a small fraction appears

in the urine or feces (see vage 3, Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 4).

In case we are concerned with only a very small

volune of solution and hence we should not be surprised if we

obtain negative results in an individual urine or feces

sample. (See also Exhibit 5)

The vhysical examination pserformed by Or. Roy Z. Albert

on January 23, 1953, has no relevance. One would expect no

overt sSicns of rasSiation injury at ciis early daze from the

small guantity of Pu-239 which is 2t issue here. “We are concerned

here with the lons term effects, not the acute affects.: ’

      

    

 

  
    

: i. April of

1970 : 7 . Aan wv imi indings in tna
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limit tities

below 2 limit.
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the s72!

precancerou

mot necessarily rer-oved wit

from tna mass oricrs 29 orscduc

slides. Consider nare that then

L/ie «Ff a millimeatar in diameter.

@aveionnd an infiltrating soft ti
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assuming that the origin of the sarcoma was included in this
tissue mass.

The negative results on the clavicle soecimen are also

equivocal. The issues here is a small quantity of Pu-239

that remained localized in the oalmar area of the left hand.

This bone specimen indicates only that the amount of system-

ically absorsed P1-239 was too small to be detected in this bone

specimen. ‘

None of these clinical findings are able to set aside the

strong possibility that sarcoma Was a direct

result "of the pizconium contamination. The most likely course

of events is trac a small qua: the Pu-239 solution    

  

“sy

less the 0.01 milliliter} was 3eposited in the tissue below

pal have é through a small cut
r cnis material as a

ar a lesion
t . This nocule

yor pecome an in-

Ze sone 390,950

t at t fashion than

tnat it occured
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Exhibits

Lisco, Herman, #@t al, Radiology, Vol. 49, No. 3,

Seot. 1947, pp. 361-363.
 

Lushbaugh, C.C., et al, Arch. of Dermatolocy, Vol. 86,

Oct. 1962, pp. 461-464. -

Vanderbeck, J. W., HWN-606172, Hanford Laboratories

Operation, July 25, 1960.

Matsuoka, Mr., et al, Health Physics, Vol. 22, June 1972,

cp. 713-722.

Lisco, Herman and Walter E. Kesiexeski, American J.

of Patholocy, Vol. 29, No. 1, Jan. - Feb. 1953, pp. 305-

321.



Absorbed Dose:

Curie:

Dose Equivalent:
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GLOSSARY

The absorbed dose of anv ionizing radia-

tion is the energy imparted to matter

by ionizing radiation per unit mass of

irradiated material at the place of

interest. The unit of absorbed dose is

the rad. One rad is 100 ergs/gram,.

Atomic Energy Commission.

Abbreviation for curie.

The quantity of a radioactive nuclide

disintegrating at the rate ci 3.7x1010

atoms per second.

Abbreviation for Dose Equivalent.

Abbreviation for Dose Distribution Factor.
; :

facter used in calculating

Gose equivalent whicn accounts for non-

 

 

uniform eribution oF radiation.

The product of absorbed Gose D, quality

factor (GF), dose distribution factor (DF),

ané other necessary modifiving factors (The

@ose equivaient is numerically equal to

the absorbed fose in rads multiplied py

the aporooriate modifving factors). The

unit of Gcse equivalent is the 'rem.'

Federal Pasiation Council. The FRC has

been abolisnec, and its functions taken over

bv EPA,

Tir sctive substance to

19 ivicvy by radioactive

de has a unigue half-

li

 



micron:

ml

MPC:

MPCw :

MDele L3:

MPLD:

Rad

International Commission on Radiological

Protection.

Abbreviation for meter.

One-millionth of a meter.

Milliliter = 0.001 liters.

Maximum permissible concentration (of a

radionuclide) in air. The average con-

centration above bacxground of a specific

radionuclide to which an individual can

be exposed without exceeding the guidelines.

ration (of aMaximum permissible concentr

ter. (See definitionradicnuclide) in wa

above.)

Maximum vermissible lung burden.

Maximum permissible lung dose.

 

National Council on

and Measurements.

tion for narocurie, which is one-

of a curie, or 1079 curiae. -

Abbreviation for nicocurie, which is one-
. : . . . ~19? .

millionth of a micrecurie, or 10712 curies.

Factor, whicn is

@€ number of con-

factor is a

in calculation of

ferences
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Unit of dose equivalent. When the

appropriate modifying factors are used to

calculate dose equivalent one rem is the

quantity of any type of ionizine radiation

whicn when absorbed in man produces an

effect equivalent to the absorbtion of

one rad of X- or gamma-radiation at the

place of interest.

The guantity of X- or gamma-radiation such

that the associated corpuscular emission

per 0.001293 grams of air produces, in

air ions carrying one electrostatic unit

of electricity of either sign. For the

purposes here, the roentzen is roughly

equivalent to the rad.

Total radioactivity of a given material

(isotope, element, or cozsound) car gr

of the material -- curies/gran.

Aboreviation for micron, which is cne-

millionth of a meter

Abbreviation Zo

one-millionzn o

Abbreviation for microgram, which is one-

Millionth of a gran.
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I. Introduction

This Report is written in support ofa petition by

the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (MRC) requesting a reduction in the

maximum permissible occupational whole body radiation exposure.

The present standards for occupational exposure are based on

Still current recommendations.of the National Council on

Padiation Pretection and Measurements (NCRP) and the Inter-

national Commission cn Radiological Protection (ICRP) adopted

in 1958 and 1953, resvectively. The NRDC petition and this

Report were promsted by consideration of the Latest infor-

mation on tne Biological effects of radiation. This infor-

mation indicates that the biological effects are greater than

was assumed in 1958 and 1959 when the existing standards were

recommended.

‘The latest Gata have been reviewed by a committee

of the ICRP and by the BEIR Comaittce of the U.S. National

Acesgemy of Sciencas (NAS). Tne BEIR Committes was prin-

cipvally concerned with the exposure of the general population

 

 

l/ ICR2 Pudlication 14, Radiosensitivity and Soatial Distri-

bution ofDos2, Raports Prepares by Two Task Groups of Conmitties   

2of the Intcrrazional Commissien on Raadiological Protecticn,

Pergamon Draoss, Oxford, 1969,

2/  WNAS-BELTR Repose National Acadamy ef Sciences, The Eilocts

on Parla Soy mo SSVIQSNE to TesLemveldsot Toanis Rvs Raduriicn.

Remon t OF voy un ary CComit tes on tee Bioicareal Mrftects of

Pendving bagi urten (lh Pospartk} , east vngron, BP. OC. , Navennes,
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and, in this regard, indicated that the existing exposure

3/
standard was unnccessarily high. The ICR? Committee,

while declining to make any recommendations, vresented a

calculation to demonstrate now the new data on the biological

effects of radiation could be used to lower the existing

4/
whole body expcsure Standards by a factor of ten. The

reduction reauestcd in this Report corzessordés closely to

this factor

In

of ten in the ICRP Committee analysis.

January, 1971, while not recommending an overall

-
CNCRP recommended that the occupacional excosure

to one tenth the present exposure

4c
“r in this Resort would also

or

 

 

of this Reccrt, we snall=}

somatic and genetic injury

  

 

at the current maxinum permissible exvosure limit and compare

this risk with those encountered in other occupations. This

analysis will serve to indicate that the exvosure limit is too

high. In Section TIL, we shall vresent our requested modifi-

3/ ibid., p.2.

2/ ICR? - Pudlication 14, on. cit., Adpendin Iv.

5/ iUCRP Resort No.39, Basic

National Couneil en Radiation Pr

Vashingtoa, D. C., 1971, 2p.92-93.

rn
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cations of the exposure limits and an analysis of the reduced

risk associated with these new limits. In the final section,

we Shall indicate how these requested reductions relate

to the recommendation and suggestions of the ICRP, NCRP,. and

the NAS Committee on the Genetic Effects of Atomic Radiation.

II. Radiation Induced Risk at the Existing Occunational

Whole Body Dose Limit
 

The latest and most comprehensive review of the

biological effects of radiation on man is the NAS's 1972 BZIR

Report. The BEIR Committee reviewed bothn the somatic and

genetic risk associated with exsosure to low levels of ionizing

radiation, We shall discuss fixvst the somatic and then the

Genetic effects.

 

Table 1 summarizes the 3EIR Resort estimate of the excess

annual cancer and leukemia deaths par million peovle assuning

whole vo@y exposure to 5 rem/yaear (the current occurcational

6/
-standar2).,

 

6/ NAS~BEIR Report, on. cit., p.l70.
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Table 1 ‘

Calculation of the excess annual number of

cancer deaths for individuals exposed

NN from 20 to 65 years of aye

ABSOLUTE RISK MODEL RELATIVE RISK MODEL

Exposure Conditions

Excess Deaths Due to: Excess Deaths Due to

All Other All Other

Leukemia Cancer Leukenia Cancer

10° veople: 5 ren/yr. 81 (a) 300 181 (a) 601

(b) 336 (b) 146

(a)
(>)

 

(Platea, ion = interval following latest period

@uring «hich the risk remains estimated).

Source: UAS-BEIR Report, co-170.

The risk estimates in Table l incorporate the assumpfion tha cr

the million seozle have an age and sex distribution identica t
e

to that of individuals 20 years and older in the U.S. population

(1967 stazistics). These ficures do not represent a 20 yeer

s chance of eventually dving of radiation induced

 

ming exposure at the 5 rem/year limit). This

chance can, however, be calculated by using the overall

rete for individuals over 20 years of age. This

 

» in 1972 vas 1590 deaths ver 100,000 nopulattion.

2, 2 this vate is divided inte the frecuency of cancer

 

vison aim vaple Ll, the bhance of a warlker, exposed at
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5 xem/yoar fro. age 20, dying from radiation induced cancer

‘is calculated to be fron 1 in 16 to 1 in 40. We believe

this level of risk is excessive.

A means of illustrating the excessiveness of the

radiation risk to workers exposed at the maximum permissible

dose rate is to compare tnis risk with the fatality rate

associated with other occupations. This comsarison is

given in Table 2.

Table 2

Fatality Rate by Occusation

Oacuvation arly Patalit-: Baten earls Patality Bate 

.1 in 10090 tc 1 in 2600

All Industries _ 1 in 6090

Mining and Quarrving l in 909

England and Vales ©tr

All Occupations {males) 1 in 5000 to 1 in 10,000

 

uw Due to cancer induced by occurational whole body exsosure

(at 5 renfre.) only.

b National Safery Ccuncil, Acciagent Paces, 1974 editicn, 1974,

p.23,

 

© PDeeanntal Giver trient far ieavland and Vales. Teeitsatrar

Gonerahtn Pie bet crak, Occupac onal Sarraliav. Parc ol
1YOor.2. iil be ctan ()9355) as rerereneat in Fer? Puro

A, p.od.



‘In making

the upper limit of

Tne BEIR Committee

i/
high or too low.

too low is thak th

extrapolating from

dose-low rate situations.

s
Lthe linear hypothe

dos¢-low das2 rate irradiation.

been summarized by

the above comparison, we pelieve that

1
athe radiation induced risk should be used.

cautioned that its estimate may be too

One reason for suggesting that it is

ce Linear hypothesis is used as a basis for

high dose-high dose rate data to low

Kecant evidence sugcests that

Sis may underestimate the effect of low

The latest iniormation pas

Dr. Karl 2. Morgan who concluded:

Freauently in the literature it

is stated that tne linear hypothesis

2s avery c vative assun on.

During the however

Many studi

probably i

that at low <4

somatic aamag

that from ¢«-i

usually greater than would b

on the linear hypothesis. 8/

soe
eine

Thus, there is little justification for relying cn

the lower estimate of the radiation induced risk and prudent

 

health practice would indicate that the upper limit should be

used. When this is done, inspection of Table 2 indicatas that

7/ Ibid., ».90.

R/ Morgan, Harl 2., Suggested Peduction of Permissidle Exposure

to Plutonium ant Other Transuranium Elements, Journal of Anorican

Industrial “rlene, Amyast, LI75.



the estimated radiation cxzposure risk correszonds td that

associated with mining and quarrying, a risk that is acknowl-

edged to be far too high. The rediation exposure risk excceds

the average occupational risk by six fold. In this report,

we are proposing a reduction in the risk of radiation induced

cancer at the maxinun allowable whole body exposure by fw

factor of 6 together with the request that the exposures be

a akept as far below the propnose ew h
w

f
e
e

rd my c
t

a) gy wn o
a

ta 'd hy fu aQ ct tv 0 fu ou re o

i]In making the above cozoarison and proposing this reduction,

we do not mean to inoly that all radiation workers are

exposed to the maximum level of the current standards. We

only mean to imyir that the current exposure standard is an

inapsrepriate guideline against which to apsly the as-lov-

bu w o tt fo we
y
(as-practica:

 

we riust be concerned, and we se? no reason why tne nuclear

industry should subject its workers to an above-average risk,

cectainly not whan that risk is comparable to that in tne

   mindins and cugsrcing industry. Moreover, we believe chis

- . : wae eytie See tm ene _ le
aperowh JG avere trates seempoe vadivtion wes inrs are Also



subject to normal non-radiological occupational hazards,

and hence the average risk in the industry will still be

above the average for all occupations even with the adoption

of our provosed changes. Thus, it would even be reasonable

to argue that the risk of radiation induced cancer should

be further reduced. Consequently, we see no justification

for a higher risk, particularly since the above estimute of

the cancer and leukemia risk does not include the additional

risk associated with radiation induced genetic damage.

 

of all identificd serious genetic diseases due to 5 rem ser

eneracion to a population of 1 million would be between 300

o/
to 7,500 per year at equilibriun. In addition, the BEIR

Report estimated that this same exposure at escuilibriun

would eventually lead to an increase of between 0.53 and

5% in the ill health of the population.

The apsroach for estimating the genetically

significant Goss (GSD) is to use that exsosure accumulated

by age 30. Tne emisting exposure Limit would allow a worker

@xcosed at 5 renfvear from aga 18 to accumulate a dose of

GO rom by age 30. Hence, based on the RETR Report estinates
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above, if one million workers wereexposed from aye 18

at the current 5 ren/year limit, between 3,600 and 90,000

identified serious genetic disease and a significant

increase of ill-health would show up in the progeny of

these workers, assuming an averaye of 2 children per worker.

The increased incidence in ill-health would be equivalent to

between 63 and 603 of the incidence in a vopulation of 1

million, e.g., the first generation. This genetic risk can

be comcared with the somatic risk to the workers themselves.

Taus, an individual worker exsosea at 5 ren/year from 18 to

.

The genetic risk is different in that t5 efiect is0

suffcrea not by the workers but by their offcoring and by

Future generations. AS a consecuence, One can argue that the

cenotic risk sacwtd be aiven more weieht beczuse it is not

essumed by thea woreer but involuntarily by their ofisrpring

ne. Wooceutholess, the bialegical daca
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indicates that the risk of genetic damage is comparable to

the leukcmia and cancer risk and, therefore, is also too high

regardless of any special weighting that it deserves.

Again, we strongly suggest that the upper Limit

estimate of the genetic risk be used in this comparison.

The BEIR Committee suggested caution in the use of these

estimates and began its Discussion section by stating:

A major concern of the Subccamittce

is the possisle existence of a class

of radiation-incuced genetic damage
that has been left out of the estimates.

By relying so heavily on exserimental

data in the mouse we may have overlooked

‘important erfects that are not readily

detected in mice, or the mouse nay not

be a proper laboratory modei for the

study of man.l9/

As if to reempnasive this, the Comnittee corcluéed this

We renind all who may wse2 our

estimates as a basis for solicy

decisions that thess estimatesc

are an attempt to take

radiation, and that there ma

be intan¢gible a:

whose cumvlati

appreciable, a i
~

4
0

There iS reason to suggest that the BETR Committee

should have implied an even nore cautious approach to their

 

lQ/ ftpid., v.57.

Tid.

l
i
t

iF
"
™ 1



estimates. In the experiments of Dr. William L. Russell at

the Oak niage National Laboratory, it was observed that the

induced mutation frequency at low dose rates was about 1/3

that observed at high dose rates. The factor of 1/3 was used

by the BEIR Committees. However, Dr. Mary F. Lyon, et al., have

analyzed the Russell data along with additional data from

experiments at low dose rates. Their analysis shows that

as the dose rate dross below some 0.01 r./fmin., the induced

,
mutation freguency begins to increase. They conclude:(t3

)

    
In future est £ tne cenetic

haz2ras of envir l radiation,

therefore, it « prudent to

incre2 this j re to value

k = seen at a

The value edosted

per locus per ren or

ain there is little justification fer

practices indicate thar the upper Limit estimate should be

2?

 

itandaras.”

zne genetic risk (1/10) is comparable

7tron, Mary °., Co. GS. Papworth and Rita J. S. Phillips,

and :

oernatoaconia,”

»9,LO1-i04.
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to the upper limit estimate of the somatic risk of 1/16, and

this genetic risk, like the somatic risk, is excessive. When

somatic risk and genetic risk are combined (on an equal weight

basis), the combination sugyests that the existing exposure

standard is at least 10 times too high. In this Report we are

proposing a factor of 10 reduction in the genetic risk and a

factcr of 6 reduction in the somatic risk with the additional

request as stated previously that the exposures be kept as far

below the provosed naw limits as is practicable.

III. Prososed Action

The NRC xvegulations yoverning permissible occupacional

exposure levels to radiation are embodied in the Code of Federal

Reculations at 10 CFR 29.101. At present these 10 CFR z3.191

regulations limit the whole body dose to 1-1/4 rem ver calendar

ernquarter (5 rem/year), exceot a licensee may i tt ow a B
e

a C
u

pp < PP Q G iY) ra
r

NJ

to receive up to 3 ren/quarter whole body Cose as long as th:

dose to the whole beady when added to the accumulated occcusationa?

dose to the whole boty, shall not exceed 5 (N-18) rem where
.

"N" equals the indivicual's age in years.

Yhe objective of the proposed action is to reduce the

genetic risk associated with radiation exposure at the current

occupational enpacura level by a factor of 10 and reduce the

semaitic risk by a faccor of 6. To mect the objective relative

1: : : . ‘ 1 7

to the genetic rish, 2t is processed that the currant regulations

be amended an rollsvs:
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1. For individuals under the age of MN, where M

is not less than 45, the whole body radiation

exposure limit shall not exceed 0.5 ren in any

calendar year and 0.3 rem in any calendar quarter.

To meet the objective relative to the somatic risk, it

is provosed, in addition to the above, that:cf

as lons as the dose to the whole scay shail not

 

sematic risk by a factor of 6 below the

cumulative somatic risk associated with

excosure 2t 5 ret/ryear from age 18. It is

       peclod during .

ater bhan Law: >

Mie relacive rr:
Turan . Rp ene we Yr.

Gives tao ures



It is further reauested that:

3. The IRC institute hearings to determine

the as-low-as-practicable extent to which

the exrosure can be maintained below the

proposed new regulations.

The effect of these proposed changes will be to

reduce the genetic risk from occupational radiation exposure

at the limiting value by a factor of 10 toabout 1 in 100

and reduce the risk associated with the induction of fatal

cancers to about the same level. Again, it snould be

recocnized tnat the ordinary occupational risks and the

 

must be added to these whole body radiation risks. Uever-

theless, the wnole body radiation risk is still quite large

an@ therefore, it is essential to maintain the actual

 

The BEIR Cercittee of the NAS reviewed the more

recent data on the biological effects of radiation. They

 

“were concernicd mainly with the. exposure of the general public.

In this resvect tho Comnittee concluded that the current

15/

Radiation Protection. Guide Vas unnocessarily hich, a conclusion
‘

 

ao. Cit., Pp.
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which in our judgment should be caually applicable to

occupational exposure standards.

~ A Comalttee of the ICRP in 1969 reviewed the

same material that formed the basis for the STIR Report and

indicated that the somatic effects of radiaticn were 5 to 6

times worse than was estimated previously. The ICRP made

no recommendations relative to the exvosure standards;
.

 

The choice between no change and

a partial ana tentative revision will

depend, so it seems to us, not only

on a scientific assessment si evidence,

but also on practical msicerations,

such as tne ganeraid ivy of

stability in the reco: cns over

a period of years. TF! 1c2 batveen

Practical considerati incomplete

Sclentific avidance i ar for

judgement outside the pup's

trame of refsrence. less,

it seemed uselul to give an examcle

in Appendix IV of how our conclusions

about relative tissue sensiztivity to

cancer induction py radiation might he

used as a basis for sattinzr dose limits

ror individual tissues ani exgans and

pernaps ror the wnole bod:..6/
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In Appendix IV, the Committce analysis indicated that,

when the somatic and genetic effects are combined, the whole

body exposure limit should be reduced by a factor of 10. Thus,

the changes proposed here are in accord with this ICRP Committee

analysis.

Both the ICRP and NCRP have recommended that special

consideration should be given to pregnant and fertile females.

In fact, in January, 1971, the NCRP recommended:

During the entire gestation period

the maximum permissible dose equivalent
to the fetus from occunational auvosure

of the expectant mother should not exceed

0.5 ren.17/

The changes proposed in this Rerort would in effect accomodate

this recommendation of tne NCRP.
‘

The AEC, wnile acknowledging the creater sensitivit Me
t

of the fetus, did not amend the dose limiting sections of thwah iv

Comnission's regulations (10 CFR 20).. So far as pregnant oz

fertile women are concerned, the AEC noted difficulties in

sex discrimination, right-to-work and right-to-privacy as

18/
reasons for not changing the limits. The change proposed

here, since it applies to both men and women below the age

of 45 eliminates these difficulties.

In further justification for not changing the dose

limits for pregnant and fertile women, the AEC stated in its

 

’L7/ NORD Repurt 0.39, o9. cit., p.92.

VA/ Peder yd Pere hoe, VoLlL.40, No.2, Friday, January 3, 1

Do.edJe Ou.
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otice:

Reduction of the dose limits for

all radiation worners in order to

avoid discrimination against women

Qadoes not aopear vracticable.

a reduction in the ¢cose limits

cost the nuclcar industry

of money in the application of

Such

would

large sums

desian

and engineering changes and, in some

cases, the employment of sdditional

workers in order to accomslish essential

work within the reduced individual dose

limits. The latter could even result in

a net increase in total man-rams of exnos

Reduction of tre dose Linit for all worke

would aggravate an existins shortage of

available manzsover in cerinin key occupa-

tions, e.c¢., raciograchers, welders, and

Divefitters, treat may involve relatively

nigh radiation excosures.if/

 

While we Cisagree with the philotorn for setting
é

radiation standards imslicit in the reference is tna large

sums Of money it would cost tne industry, we nota that tne

changes prososed here do not cause é1l workers to ba limited

to 0.5 ren/year. T“urthermore, the 3 rem/ouarter limit is

retained Zor older workers. Hence, the prorcssc changes

snould not ninece 2 large burden on the industry FOr

exanple, the AEC stated in the Federal Resistar notice:

 
19/ Ibid., 2.799.
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Data on results of personnel

monitoring reported to the ©

Comaission pursuant to §20.407,

10 CFR Part 20, for calendar year

1973, indicate that 67,862

individuals were monitored, 29,169
received measurable exposures

averaging 0.73 rem for the year,

and 3,425 individuals (11.8 per-

cent of those receiving measurable

exposures) had estimated exposures

in excess of 2 rems.20/

If M in the preposed regulations were set at 55 years

and X at 3 rem/year, the necessary reduction in cancer fatalities

would be achieved. If the work force has the same distribution

some 16% would be over 55 years old

indicetes that only

Ii Mexposed above were set at
’

ren/year, the cancer

of the work force c 9° *

latter case,

0.5 rem for 2

couldin any one vear)

Since there is gecad reason to believe

reduction would be achieved,

ula be expected to be above 45.

by limiting the exposure of workers over 45

workers

receive 3.5 rem in the third veac.

45 and X

and som2 373%

(12% of the work force

Moreover,

that the present

excosures are not as low as pvacticable, the industry should

noc have great difficulty in conforming to these proposed

reculations.

26/°fbid., 3.75).
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In conclusion, we note that our proposal for

limiting the exposure of younger workers while allowing a

4“ohNigher exposure to older workers is not now, It is, in fact,

similar to a 1955 recomnendation of the NAS Committee on the

Genetic Effects of Atomic Radiation in the BEAR Report:

F) That every effort be made to

assign to tasks involving higher ra-

diation exposures individuals who, for
age or other reasons, are unlikely tnere-

after to have additional offspring. Acai

lit is recognized that such a procadure will

introduce complications and @difficultie

but this committee is canvinced that

should begin to modify its procedures to

meet inevitable new conditions.21/

undiminisnecé while, at the same time, the cancer inducing

potential of radiation is now recognized to be much greater

and the nish radiosensitivity of the developing embryo and

fetus is also now recognized. In the voresence of an

t
h

0xDBn cing nuclear industry, the time to imelement this

recommendation Ras arrived.

 

 

Sfirets of Ahomic Radiation, Summary Renorts, Report of the

Comittia on Genetic Efiects of Atomic Radiation, Wasnaingtosna,

J954, 0.29,

Lf UAS SEAR Repore, National Acadeny of Sciances, The Biological

= c 2
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Estimated nambers of deaths per sear inate US. popolitien attributable to coniindal es posure ata rate of
O.b rem per sear, based on portalie from deakenia and from all ather muisoancies cquihiagd.
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jrradiation ABSOLUTE RIS MODEL? RELATIVE RISK MODEL

Puring Perdod Excess Deaths Due to: Excess Deaths Due to:

. Leukemia ath other Cancer Leukemia Atl other Cancer a

in Utero 75 75 56 56

0-9 yaars 164 {2) 73 93 {a) 715
tsi 122 (b}_ 5,849

I

10 + years 277 (a)1,062 589 {a) 1,665

(b)1, 253 (b) 2,415

Subtotal 516 (a1, 210 738 (a) 2,436
(>)2, 485 {b) §,340

TOTAL (a} 1,725 = 0.2. incr. (a) 3,174 - 1.0% iner.

(b) 2,001 = 6.2. iner. (b) 9,078 - 2.9% iner.    
 

4 Tha figures shown are base? on tha Following aszumstions:
C1) 1967 U.S. vital statistics can be used for ase specific death

rates trom leukemia 202 cil atmer cancer, and fer total U.S.

population .

(2) Values Zor tha duratic~ (a or b) cf the latent period (the
i Tengen of time after irradiation bafor any excess of cancer

daaths cceur), duracicn of risk ("plateau regioca”), and

magnirece of average in } mortality for each
t

roreese in annua

group 2r2 as snown in T
ree

abie 3-2.
-

it)
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“need somehowto make comin

Preface

This report of the National Academy of Sci-
ences National Researeh Council Advisory
Committee on the Biological Effeets of fonizing

Radtations (BEIR Committee) deals with the sci-
entific basis for the extablishinent of radiation

protection standards atul encompasses a re-
view and re-evaluaiion of existing scientific
knowledge concerning radiation exposure of

human populations. The present basis of radia-
tion protection is essentially the establishment
of sinwzle upper limits for individual and popu-
lation average expusures with the understand-
ing that anybioluvical risks should be offset by

commensurate benefits and that these risks
should be kept as low as practicable. It has
become apparent that these current concepts
of radiation protection may net be adequate in
a future ave of é clear ener-
gy. Inadejue becuuse there is the po-

tential for radiation exposure uf entire popula-
tions and such exposure may be an alternative

to other types af hazards as. for example. the
substicucion of radivactive contaminants from
nuclear pawer Tor the ce tion prod-
ucts from fossil Tuet plants. there is a

risons of biologi-

cal risks and benedts not oniv for radiation but

for the alternative options. Inihts report it has
not been pus side for us ta deal with critical
interacting ars such as socie-cconomics,
energy Needs, and comparative cfects of other
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toxicological agents: nor have we attempted to
explore in detail technological matters such as
sustained engineering performance of power

reactors, large-scale waste disposal, or the

problemof catastropnic accidents. Neverthe-
less. we have felt it urzent to call attention to

these issues because ultimately, decisions will
have to be made involving them, and public

acceptance fained on the basis of providing
society with the services that it needs at a mini-
muinrisk to health and the environment.

The BEIR Committee has endeavored to en-
sure that no sources of relevant knowledge or

expertise were overluvked in its study and to-
ward this end hus e-tablished and maintained
jaigan with appropriate nattonal ard interna-
tional nizations, and has solicited the
opinions and course ividual setentists

  

erga
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The Committee wish €X: appreciation
to inuse who serve he $ itees. ard
tothe many organizations and iduais who
have cooperated by providing wpoints and
infermation. The members oi the Committee
and Subcommittzes
representatives of their organi

Coapters IV througn VIE rear
vorts of the respective Subcomnm
have been modified by the Commi tr
bers of the Committe: approve the substance

of the report if not necessarily each specific
aera.
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N\
, being duly sworn, states: He is

a member of the Peoole of Bikini and one of the named plaintiffs

in this action.

He was born on 2 at Bikini Atoll, Marshall

Islands, and resided at Bikini until the removal of his People

from Bikini on March 7, 1946, when he was nine years of ace.

Thereafter he lived with his veople at Pongerix i401)

or aporoximately two years where he exserienced arthritis at

ase UQ-1lL from eating toxic fish,

Thereafter he l + ved at Kwajalein Atoll for several.

moathns and then together with the People of Bikini, was mov24 so

ang where he lived until he came to Majuro atoll

Di.crict Canter of the Marshall Islands to attend Intermediate

Schocl in 1953. aftez completion of Intermediate School, ia was

trained as a Health Aid2 at the hosoital at Majuro. His trniaing
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Sfiant speaks and reads both the English and Marshzll

- From 193¢ co 1959 affiant was employed as a Health

Made oan Kili.

In 1959 affiant moved to Ujelang Atoll as a Health

.

i
d

“
1

—
or tna Peonle of Eneawetak who were removad to Ujalang.

ty sitacaad at Ujelang gignt vears. Then, after service again at

» ' Najuro he moved to Rikini Atoll to sarve as a Health Aida

.2. lets L972. He romained as 1 Haalch Aide ac Bikiai until July,
x

an ne reburned to Majyuro.

Atfiane is presently emoloyed at the hosnital at
-
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For apv.vximately 30 months affian_, together with his

wife and seven children lived in the interior of Blkink Island

at the place marzed in the aerial photograph attached hereto

with a red "x" in Janai Weto, where external gamma radiation is

between 65 and 75 microroentgens per hour.

Affiant and his family consumed well water and ate locally

available foods as well as imported foods.

Affiant and his family consumed bananas, potatoes, papayas,

pandanus, coconut, and fish, all from Bikini Island.

Dr. Conard, when he made studies at Bikini in 1974, took

urine samples from affiant and his wife, but not from any of their

children.

Aside from the urine samples, no other tests were adminis-~-

tered to affiant or his family.

Affiant now knows that he and his family, like others

who have lived or are living at Bikini, has been salaced at risk

by exposure to radiation and that to understand the extent of ex-

 

Dr. Conard knew, whan urine samples were taken from

 

By that time (late 1974) Dr. Conard reasonably must have

known o£ the probability of extremely high raciation risk to affiant

and nis family.

Nevertheless neither Dr. Conard nor any other S20A or

AZO physician furnished affiant or his family with appropriate

exanination or care.

Affiant has no confidence in Dr. Coaard or othar ENda-

MP2 health care oersonael. AfFiant believes ne and his family

andl others who have been placed at risk on Bikini Island should

=2-



te t
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nave a right to select thair own physicians for tha examination

and possible treatment they now require. .

By’ reason of ERDA's having allowed affiant and his fanily

to have been placed at risk to high radiation (external gamma

dosage approximately 20 times greater than in American cities

and 35 times greater than elsewhere in tha Western Pacifie Islands)

iant believes F2DA-AEC should bear the entire expense of |e *

examination of himself, his family and others similarly situated, as

ll as the expense of treatment if remedial treatment should be
i
t
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nt has a

that Dr.
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indicated or possible.

Affiant is willing to have physicians hechooses release

results of examination of himself and his fa:rnily to Dr. Conard and

is not willing to entrust his or his family's

reasonasleoySROA-AEC

rorta above,

ERDA-AEC but

Conard ormealtn care to Dr.

tha S$ setZor t! n

other physicians emolovedc by ERDA-AEC are concerned with

reaso:basis to beliave,

anc

CA-AEC and not with the Bikini Psopleeet

nd sworn to
iS 7th dav of Gccober, 1375.
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Notary Subiic
LILLIAN M. ANDREW, Notarr Pubtie

TREST TEMRITON Y ie CHE PACIFIC ISLANDS
MASE ALL ISLANDS UISTRICT
My commission expires on the

wwayut
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